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Abstra t
In sensor network appli ations, a hieving the ultra-low power onsumption
budget allowed for the radio ommuni ation is a major hallenge. Therefore,
in these appli ations, the relatively low data rate must be optimally traded for
power onsumption. However, the energy per bit eÆ ien y in traditional ommuni ation systems worsens as the data rate de reases sin e they are hampered
by their inherent baseline power onsumption. Impulse-radio ultra-wideband
is a novel ommuni ation te hnique that allows a dire t s aling of the power
onsumption with the data rate. This is a hieved by duty- y ling the system
operations during ommuni ation. Thereby, a very high power onsumption
eÆ ien y an be obtained even at very low data rate.
This work aims at demonstrating the low power apabilities of impulse-radio
ultra-wideband (UWB) ommuni ation through three design examples realized
in CMOS te hnology. The full-CMOS integration is ne essary to satisfy the
low- ost requirements of sensor network appli ations. The rst design is a pulse
generator featuring PPM modulation that a hieves a 40pJ per pulse onsumption at 40Mpulses/s. The pulse spe trum is variable both in enter frequen y,
between 3GHz and 5GHz, and bandwidth, between 500MHz and 2GHz, su h
as to satisfy worldwide regulatory masks on UWB signal emission. The se ond
design is a full re eiver for the re eption of the PPM modulated pulses of the
pulse generator. The re eiver is based on a quadrature analog orrelation te hnique to redu e the sampling rate and hen e the total power onsumption. It
in ludes a fully-integrated re eiver front-end, a quadrature analog orrelation
se tion and the ADC. A syn hronization algorithm for the re eiver has also
been implemented on a separate FPGA. The re eiver hip onsumes 28.8mW
for a 20Mpulses/s. Finally, as a standard has re ently been de ned for low
data rate UWB ommuni ation, a third design has been realized to demonstrate our on epts to a hieve low power on standard- ompliant designs. A
fully-integrated UWB transmitter has been implemented in orporating a novel
frequen y synthesis te hnique optimized for duty- y led ommuni ation. The
standard- ompliant transmitter a hieves an energy onsumption between 40pJ
and 87pJ per pulse while operating between 3.1GHz and 10GHz.
Innovations at ar hite tural level as well as at ir uit level have lead us to
designs optimized for low power at low data rate ommuni ation. The unique
property of system duty- y ling in impulse-radio UWB is exploited in order to
a hieve a high power onsumption eÆ ien y at low data rate. The performan e
results obtained from the implementations therefore demonstrate the potential
of UWB ommuni ation, both standard-based and ustom-based, for low data
rate, low power ommuni ation.
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S riptum de ma vie

A ronyms and abbreviations
ADC
AM
AWGN
BAW
BB
BER
BPF
BPSK
CDL
CDMA
CMOS
DAA
DAC
DC
DCO
DCV
DL
DNL
DS-UWB
DSP
EEG
EOP
EPFL
ENOB
ERBW
FA
FCC
FE
FFT
FLL
FoM
FPGA
FSK
GSM
HTL
IDC
IEEE
IF
IFFT

Analog to Digital Converter
Amplitude Modulation
Additive White Gaussian Noise
Bulk A ousti Wave
Base-Band
Bit Error Rate
Band Pass Filter
Binary Phase Shift Keying
Clo k Delay Line
Code Division Multiple A ess
Complementary Metal Oxide Semi ondu tor
Dete t And Avoid
Digital to Analog Converter
Dire t Current
Digitally Controlled Os illator
Dire t-Conversion
Delay Line
Di erential Nonlinearity
Dire t-Sequen e UWB
Digital Signal Pro essing
Ele tro-En ephaloGram
End Of Preamble
E ole Polyte hnique Federale de Lausanne
E e tive Number of Bits
E e tive Resolution Bandwidth
Fully-Analog
Federal Communi ation Commission
Front-End
Fast Fourier Transform
Frequen y Lo ked Loop
Figure of Merit
Field-programmable Gate Array
Frequen y Shift Keying
Global System for Mobile ommuni ations (histori
Half-Transparent Lat h
Insulation Displa ement Conne tor
Institute of Ele tri al and Ele troni s Engineers
Intermediate Frequen y
Inverse Fast Fourier Transform

ally Groupe Spe ial Mobile)

INL
IP2
IP3
IR-UWB
ISM
ISSCC
ITU-R
LC
LNA
LO
LOS
LPF
LSB
MBOA
MEMS
MOS
MOSFET
MIT
NF
NLOS
NMOS
OFDM
OOK
PA
PA-FLL
PCB
PCS
PHY
PLL
PMOS
PPM
PSD
QAC
RF
RFID
RMS
ROM
RX
SINR
SNDR
SNR
SOC

Integral Nonlinearity
Inter ept Point (2nd-order)
Inter ept Point (3rd-order)
Impulse-Radio Ultra-Wideband
Industrial, S ienti and Medi al
International Solid-State Cir uits Conferen e
International Tele ommuni ation Union-Re ommendations
L for indu tor and C for apa itor
Low Noise Ampli er
Lo al Os illator
Line-Of-Sight
Low Pass Filter
Least-Signi ant Bit
Multi-Band OFDM Allian e
Mi ro-Ele tro-Me hani al Systems
Metal Oxide Semi ondu tor
Metal Oxide Semi ondu tor Field E e t Transistor
Massa husetts Institute of Te hnology
Noise Figure
Non-Line-Of-Sight
N-type MOS
Orthogonal Frequen y Division Multiplexing
On-O Keying
Power Ampli er
Phase-Aligned Frequen y Lo ked Loop
Printed Cir uit Board
Personal Communi ations Servi e
Physi al Layer
Phase Lo ked Loop
P-type MOS
Pulse-Position Modulation
Power Spe tral Density
Quadrature Analog Correlation
Radio Frequen y
Radio Frequen y IDenti ation
Root Mean Squared
Read-Only Memory
Re eiver
Signal to Interferen e and Noise Ratio
Signal to Noise and Distorsion Ratio
Signal to Noise Ratio
System On a Chip

TBP
TF
TG
TH-UWB
TM-UWB
TR
TSPC
TX
UHF
UWB
VCO
WLAN
WPAN

Time-Bandwidth Produ t
Transfer Fun tion
Timing Generator
Time-Hopping UWB
Time-Modulated UWB
Transmitted Referen e
True Single Phase Clo k
Transmitter
Ultra-High Frequen y
Ultra-WideBand
Voltage Controlled Os illator
Wireless Lo al A ess Network
Wireless Personal Area Network
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Chapter 1
Introdu tion
1.1

Low-power wireless sensor networks

Our so iety is evolving towards a seamless onne tivity in between people,
between people and massive data storage but also between people and their
environment. This global onne tivity vision requires di erent kind of sensors
to be spread in the environment to apture all possible pie es of information.
The large amount of information an then be ondensed by a entral devi e
that allows further pro essing. In this way, every devi e { ele tri al or not
{ every person, even the air, an be monitored ontinuously through various
sensor networks. This is the dream of ubiquitous ommuni ation. Obviously
sensor networks an be exploited in a large number of elds: health, tness,
multimedia, se urity, industrial... The study of the di erent appli ation s enarios for sensor networks is however beyond the s ope of this thesis. Our goal
here is to develop the ommuni ation hardware ne essary to extra t or provide
information to the sensor devi es. This ommuni ation interfa e is one of the
key omponents of a sensor node whose general ar hite ture is shown in Figure 1.1. A sensor node usually omprises ve di erent modules.
 A sensing module that aptures the required environmental informa-

tion and transforms it in a numeri al stream of data.
 A power module that s avenges energy from the environment, stores
it in a battery and dispat hes it to power the various building blo ks of
the sensor.
 A data management and ontrol module that ondenses, eventually
pro esses and stores the environmental data. The ontrol module also
regulates the operations in the sensor node.
15
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Figure 1.1: General ar hite ture of a sensor node.
 A radio interfa e that performs ommuni ation with other sensor nodes

and/or a base-station.
 A System lo k often provided by a rystal os illator.
The ommuni ation hardware interfa e will be assumed wireless in order to
provide the ne essary autonomy to the sensors. The design of the radio in a
sensor node is extremely hallenging be ause it ne essitates solutions to important te hnologi al gaps with respe t to urrent radio systems, su h as ultra-low
power ommuni ation, miniaturized radios (< 1 m ) and ultra-low ost radios.
The power, ost and size requirements have often been overlooked in the ra e
for ever in reasing data rates. In sensor networks these requirements be ome
key metri s at the expense of the usual high throughput requirement. The
power metri is probably the most important sin e the ultimate autonomy requires these devi es to operate with s avenged energy from whi h the available
power is limited to a few 100's of Watts [Gyselin kx 05℄. The small size is
also essential to make these devi es non invasive. Finally, sensors must be of
extremely low ost to allow a massive deployment.
Therefore, the design of the radio in the sensor nodes ne essitates dedi ated
te hniques to redu e the power onsumption by the required number of orders
3
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of magnitude, while keeping the size and ost minimal. The ultra low level
of power onsumption annot be obtained solely by using areful ir uit-level
design te hniques, but rather by rethinking the overall ar hite ture of the radio
and its networking apabilities. To have sensible spe i ations to start with,
the high-level requirements of the network must rst be analyzed. The Pi oradio proje t [Rabaey 00℄ of Berkeley, the WiseNet proje t [Enz 04℄ of the EPFL
and the AMPS proje ts [Sinha 04℄ of the MIT are three good examples of
early works proposing this approa h. The network is designed to exploit the
relatively low data rates (<10kbps) and the low duty y le requirements of
sensor network appli ations. The network an feature a star topology (sensors
are linked to a single entral unit), an ad-ho topology (all sensors ommuni ate with their lose neighbors) or a meshed topology (situation in between
the two rst topologies where sensors are grouped in lusters). In all these
approa hes, a duty- y led radio operates only when ommuni ation is needed.
This drasti ally redu es the average power onsumption of the radio. However, it requires fast wake-up radio ir uits and low-power standby modes. In
the AMPS proje t, the MIT also proposes to further redu e the power onsumption of the devi e by minimizing ommuni ation and omputing power
on urrently [Wang 02℄. This an be done by adding low-power digital signal
pro essing (DSP) to the sensor nodes and thereby redu e the amount of information to be transmitted over the network. The omputing omplexity of the
DSP in the sensor node results from a network-level optimization and depends
on the appli ation as well as on the network density.
1.2

Low data rate radios in CMOS

Although a lot of e ort an be invested to optimize the system at the network
level, an innovative design of the radio an further redu e the power onsumption. In the remainder of the text, we will often use the energy required to
transfer a bit (Energy/bit) as a metri to evaluate di erent implementations.
This metri is the best metri to ompare di erent low-power radio implementations sin e it exa tly determines the ost in terms of energy that is needed for
the transmission of a bit of information. This metri is obtained by dividing
the power onsumption of the module by the data rate of the transmission.
Note that some are has to be taken with the interpretation of the results of
this metri . For a fair omparison, the energy per bit should in lude all radio performan e gures su h as transmitted power, the re eiver sensitivity, the
length of the preamble sequen e needed for syn hronization,... This leads to
the energy per useful bit and per meter.
Over the past few years, a drasti redu tion of the power onsumption has
17

been a hieved even for traditional radio ar hite tures. One of the rst examples
of a radio designed with power onsumption oriented optimization in mind has
been demonstrated by CSEM in [Melly 01℄ and [Porret 02℄. They have traded
the radio performan e for the power onsumption to obtain an ultra-low power
FSK dire t- onversion trans eiver that operates in the UHF band at a arrier
frequen y of 434MHz. In this work, an energy onsumption per bit of 41nJ/b
in re eption was a hieved and 1.2J/b in transmission (ex luding the digital
baseband). Sin e then, several works have been reported, ontinuously pushing
the limits of traditional ar hite tures down to the lowest possible power onsumption. Rather than trying to give an extensive list, two of the most re ent
ontributions that were presented at ISSCC 2006 are dis ussed. The rst one is
a trans eiver design from the University of Berkeley [Cook 06℄ where a power
onsumption as low as 1.5nJ per bit in re eive mode and 2.24nJ per bit in
transmit mode is obtained for the analog part of the radio only. These gures
ould be a hieved essentially by redu ing the supply voltage to 400mV only. A
se ond design presented at ISSCC 2006 [Kluge 06℄ is interesting for two reasons.
First, it onsists of an entire SOC in luding the digital baseband. Se ondly, it
is designed a ording to the 2.4GHz IEEE 802.15.4 standard, whi h is to date
the only existing standard for low-power low data-rate ommuni ation. 44nJ/b
for the transmit mode and 47nJ/b for the re eive mode are obtained.
These last two examples lead to an interesting observation. Usually, when
low power is to be a hieved, ustom designs that are independent from the
onstraints of a standard typi ally a hieve a power onsumption that is an
order of magnitude lower than standard- ompliant designs. This is probably
be ause in ustom designs, one an tune the air interfa e a ording to a spei implementation. One ould argue whether or not this is due to the la k of
power onsumption awareness of standardization ommittees (used to extra t
throughput performan es and hampered by politi s and lobbies) or maybe beause it is mu h more diÆ ult to "hide" missing fun tionalities when a omplete
standard- ompliant system is to be realized. Even if this dis ussion is outside
the s ope of this PhD, it will however reappear in the text when de iding on
the opportunity of aligning our designs to a standard.
There have been many other more disruptive attempts to a hieve low power
onsumption for radios. A rst good example is the super-regenerative re eiver
developed in the 90's at the EPFL [Favre 98℄. Based on a te hnique that
dates from the beginning of the 20th entury [Armstrong 22℄, they proposed
a 1GHz re eiver onsuming 1.2mW [Favre 98℄ . Another more re ent work
on a super-regenerative ar hite ture has been published by the University of
1

1 The title of the referen ed paper [Favre 98℄ is somewhat misleading be ause of a typo:
it is 600A and not 600mA that is reported in that work
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Berkeley [Otis 05℄. Their full trans eiver onsumes 400W in re eive mode
and 1.6mW in transmit mode, while using OOK modulation. This modulation is inherent to super-regenerative ar hite tures. A se ond example of a
disruptive approa h exploits the high quality fa tor of Bulk A ousti Wave
(BAW) resonators to realize ultra-low power radios. For example, the superregenerative ar hite ture [Otis 05℄ of Berkeley also uses a BAW resonator to
implement a low-power os illator. BAW resonators an however also bene t to
traditional re eiver ar hite tures as demonstrated in [Chabloz 06℄ where BAWs
are used to implement the RF antenna lter in a heterodyne re eiver ar hite ture. The power onsumption obtained is 1.8mW for a re eiver that operates
in the 2.4GHz ISM band. A di erent yet interesting disruptive approa h based
on BAW resonator te hnology is to generate a stable high frequen y lo k
dire tly at RF. Ultimately this approa h an be used to repla e the lo al os illator generation of the radio removing the need for a phase-lo ked loop (PLL)
[Roundy 03℄. Implementations based on BAW te hnology however strongly
su er from the limited tunability of the resonator. Finally, some interesting
resear h has been arried out in the eld of RFID tags. In these implementations, the sensor radio is usually passive and requires an in ident wave that
the RFID tag uses to power its ir uits and to retransmit ba k the modulated
information. These devi es su er from a limited operating range and an only
be used in some very spe i appli ations. A re ent RFID tag implementation
an be found in [Gomez 06℄.
1.3

Ultra-wideband for low data rate

ommu-

ni ation

None of the above approa hes were however able to a hieve the ultra-low power
requirements of sensor networks. Power performan es below 1nJ per bit seem
to be hard to obtain using traditional approa hes and innovative solutions
must be found. A revolutionary approa h that allows a drasti redu tion of
the power onsumption of a radio uses ultra-wideband (UWB) te hnology for
the air interfa e. To the author's knowledge, this opportunity was rst studied in Berkeley ba k in the late 90's [Berkeley 01℄. The power performan e
breakthrough omes from the fa t that sin e UWB ommuni ation is very well
suited for the use of short time signals (impulse-radio UWB: IR-UWB), the
power onsumption of the radio an be redu ed by duty- y ling all radio operations. In this way, it is not only at the level of data pa kets that duty- y ling
redu es the power but also dire tly inside of the data pa ket itself. The fo us
of the work of Berkeley was however put on UWB ommuni ation below 1GHz.
A re ent do ument des ribing a part of the proposed implementation has been
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presented in [O'Donnell 05℄. In our work, IR-UWB is exploited further as a way
to redu e the power onsumption. To better understand the potential redu tion
of power onsumption for very low duty y les in IR-UWB, one an look at the
basi relationship between power onsumption and radio link performan e (see
Figure 1.2). The total power onsumption results from the ombination of two
omponents: stati power and dynami power. The stati power (or baseline
power) represents the onsumption overhead ne essary to maintain the omponents of the radio a tive and typi ally does not depend on the presen e of
data in the hannel. The dynami power is proportional to the ommuni ation
performan e, being the data rate or the distan e range of the radio.
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Figure 1.2: Power onsumption of a radio as a fun tion of range and data rate
(qualitative: the units of the axes are arbitrary).
As the range or the data rate de rease, the total power onsumption usually diminishes proportionally with the dynami power. This rea hes a limit
when the dynami power be omes dominated by the baseline power of the
radio. Sin e a low-power radio usually operates at a relatively low data-rate
and in limited ranges, this power onsumption ontribution be omes the bottlene k that must be minimized. However, IR-UWB allows to redu e this baseline
power by duty- y ling the radio during operation as it is depi ted in Figure 1.3.
The radio is a tivated only during the transmission or the re eption of the short
time signals and is swit hed o in between. This on ept o ers a large redu 20

tion of the power onsumption sin e the ontribution of baseline power, that
dominates low data rate radios, is strongly redu ed. It is then limited to the
ontributions of only a few ir uits su h as the system lo k and some referen e
biasing. Theoreti ally, this solution provides a purely dynami relationship between power and radio performan e. The power onsumption s alability with
the data rate is obvious. The power onsumption also in reases with the range
be ause either multiple pulses an be used to ode a bit of information to inrease its signal-to-noise ratio or the transmit power an simply be in reased.

Radio Active

Radio Active
Radio Shut down

Figure 1.3: Duty- y ling s heme of an impulse radio.
Another strong advantage of the IR-UWB radio is the high s alability of
the data rate whi h goes hand in hand with the asso iated s alability of the
power onsumption. This is very useful for sensor network appli ations. These
require a wide range of data rates. Indeed a sensor measuring the temperature
from time to time obviously requires a mu h lower data throughput than a
sensor measuring ontinuously the brain a tivity in an EEG system. The use
of IR-UWB in these appli ations o ers a degree of freedom that is extremely
useful for network level optimization.
It will also be demonstrated in this thesis that an UWB radio hardly requires
any external omponents and therefore is an extremely interesting ar hite ture
for the implementation in a standard low- ost CMOS te hnology.
1.4

Obje tives of the thesis

With this work, we demonstrate that IR-UWB leads to a low power onsumption, a low ost and a small size for the ommuni ation devi es. The outline
of the thesis is as follows. Chapter 2 dis usses the basi s of IR-UWB ommuni ation that are ne essary to understand the di erent hoi es made for the
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implementations. It introdu es in detail the impulse-based UWB radio avor
that is extended to what we all a ' arrier-based' modulation on ept. It also
dis usses both regulatory and standardization issues of UWB. This will motivate the realization of three design implementations, that ea h over a full
hapter, to illustrate the low-power feature of the approa h. First, a ustom
designed pulse generator is used to show that the radio duty- y ling on ept
is feasible. This is des ribed in Chapter 3. Next, a ustom impulse-based
re eiver is designed to re eive the signals generated by the previous pulse generator. This design is dis ussed in Chapter 4. Finally, in Chapter 5, a low-power
transmitter that is ompliant with the IEEE 802.15.4a standard proves that
even if the implementation is aligned to meet a standard, it an still lead to
a low power onsumption. The last hapter (Chapter 6) on ludes the work
by exploring the integration of the omplete on ept on a full system-on-a- hip
solution.
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Chapter 2
Low-Power
Ultra-Wideband Radio
Design
2.1

Introdu tion

In the previous Chapter, we have shown that UWB modulation has a strong potential for power onsumption redu tion in the radio thanks to the duty- y ling
of the baseline power. There are however various avors of UWB modulations
(e.g. TH-UWB, MBOA, DS-UWB, IEEE 802.15.4a,...) and the duty- y ling
on ept an only be applied to the impulse-based type of radios. We will
therefore dis uss in this Chapter the details of this parti ular avor of UWB
ommuni ation. Besides the low-power aspe t, our UWB radio has two extra
major requirements. First, it must be integrated in a low- ost CMOS te hnology with a minimal number of external omponents. Se ondly, the various
regulations on UWB emissions in the di erent regions of the world require sufient exibility in the transmitted spe tral mask. This exibility requirement
will lead us to the introdu tion of the arrier-based IR-UWB on ept.
At the beginning of this thesis work, ba k in 2003, no standard for low datarate IR-UWB ommuni ation was available. UWB ommuni ation was only
being standardized in the IEEE 802.15.3a group [802.15.3 alt. PHY℄ where the
use of omplex multi-band orthogonal frequen y-division multiplexing (OFDM)
or dire t-sequen e spread-spe trum te hniques were leading to implementations
that ould not meet the stringent power onsumption requirements of sensor
networks. The targeted appli ations of this standard were anyway oriented
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towards very high data-rate (500Mbps) short range ommuni ation and the
air interfa e was not optimized for low power onsumption. Therefore, our
rst implementations have been realized based on a ustom impulse radio air
interfa e, ful lling the regulatory requirements of the US Federal Communi ations Commission (FCC). The air interfa e was then optimized su h as to fully
bene t from the low-power apabilities of radio duty- y ling.
In 2003, the only existing low-power, low data-rate standard was based on
narrowband ommuni ation in the 2.4GHz ISM band: the IEEE 802.15.4 standard [802.15.4℄. However, in 2004, the on ept of IR-UWB for low-power low
data-rate appli ations started to attra t some interest and an IEEE standardization group was formed to study an alternative physi al layer to the IEEE
802.15.4 standard based on IR-UWB. It gave birth to the IEEE 802.15.4a standardization group [802.15.4 alt. PHY℄ that evolved to an air interfa e de nition
that be ame in line with the impulse radio approa h. A draft version of the
standard is now available a the time of writing this thesis and is des ribed later
in Chapter 5. Our third implementation has been realized a ording to this
draft standard.
In this hapter, we des ribe the general air interfa e ontext around lowpower low data-rate IR-UWB ommuni ation. This should help the reader to
understand the motivations in the hoi es that have been made for the three
implementations of the following hapters.
2.2

Impulse radio air interfa e

2.2.1 UWB spe trum mask

UWB ommuni ation was regulated for the rst time in the United States by
the Federal Communi ations Commission (FCC). The February 14, 2002 Report and Order by the FCC [FCC 02℄ authorized the unli ensed use of UWB for
ommuni ation in a frequen y band from 3.1GHz to 10.6GHz . The rest of the
world followed this de ision with deliberations in the International Tele ommuni ation Union Radio ommuni ation institution (ITU-R) that have resulted in
a Report and Re ommendation on UWB in November 2005 [ITU-R 05℄. At
this moment, national jurisdi tions around the globe are working on national
regulations for UWB following the re ommendations of the ITU-R. UWB was
traditionally a epted as impulse radio, but the FCC and the ITU-R de ne
UWB in terms of a transmission from an antenna for whi h the emitted signal
bandwidth ex eeds at least 500MHz or 20% of the enter frequen y. Thus,
pulse-based systems, where ea h transmitted pulse instantaneously o upies
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the UWB bandwidth, or an aggregation of at least 500MHz worth of narrowband arriers, for example in an OFDM fashion, an gain a ess to the UWB
spe trum under the rules. The FCC power spe tral density emission limit for
UWB emitters operating in the UWB band is -41.3dBm/MHz [FCC 02℄. This
is the same limit that applies to unintentional emitters in the UWB band, the
so- alled Part 15 limit. However, the emission limit for UWB emitters an be
signi antly lower (as low as -75dBm/MHz) in other segments of the spe trum.
The spe tral mask regulation in di erent regions of the world is shown in Figure 2.1.
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Figure 2.1: Di erent regulation on UWB emissions worldwide ( ourtesy of
CEA-LETI).
In Figure 2.1, DAA stands for \Dete t And Avoid", whi h requires the devi es to s an the hannel for a free spe trum band before transmission. LDC
stands for low duty y le. As an be seen, the national regulation bodies outside
the US have applied more stringent rules than the FCC. Our experien e is that
it omes from a mix between te hni al arguments, politi al reasons and industry lobbying su h that it is diÆ ult to give lear arguments for one or another
regional rule. To give an example of the ontradi tions that UWB has sometimes reated in the regulation bodies, we refer to a statement of a well-known
expert in the UWB ommunity, Kai Siwiak, at an UWB onferen e in Asia. He
observed that the power spe tral density limit of -70dBm/MHz in the 5-6GHz
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ISM band in Europe is lower than the limit allowed for out of band emissions
of WLAN systems operating in that 5-6GHz band (spe i ed as less than -50dB
relative to the arrier). This means that one an make a WLAN system that
would just transmit a 5.15GHz tone of 0dBm together with an UWB signal of
-50dBm/MHz a ording to the out-of band emissions de ned for these systems.
DAA is a diÆ ult te hnique to implement, espe ially if low-power is targeted. This means that the extensive use of DAA below 6GHz around the
world severely impedes the development of UWB for sensor networks in this
frequen y range and radio designers should rather fo us their implementations
on the higher part of the spe trum.
2.2.2 UWB signal s heme

Impulse-based UWB ommuni ation is done using short pulses. The frequen y
domain and time domain representation of a pulse are related by their fourier
transform. The time duration of the pulse is then linked to its bandwidth by
a quantity alled the time-bandwidth produ t (TBP ).

= Tp  Bw
(2.1)
This quantity depends on the de nition used for the pulse duration (Tp)
and for the bandwidth (Bw ). Sin e TBP is a onstant for ea h pulse shape, it
implies that the duration of a pulse is inversely proportional to its bandwidth.
The example of an up onverted triangular pulse shape is shown in Figure 2.2.
For the parti ular ase of a triangular pulse shape, TBP is equal to 2.23 if the
bandwidth is de ned by the -10dB points of the power spe trum.
Originally, one an say that IR-UWB ommuni ation dates from Guglielmo
Mar oni and his spark gap impulse radio in 1901 [Mar oni 1897℄. This radio was used to perform the rst ommuni ation over the air ever, from the
Island of Wight to Cornwall in the Great Britain mainland. However, further regulations on wireless transmissions resulted in the segmentation of the
frequen y spe trum in narrow bands favoring the use of the well-known narrowband ommuni ation and thereby preventing the use of wideband spe tra for
ommuni ation. Some pioneering work on UWB ommuni ation, however, has
ontinued to evolve in resear h laboratories espe ially in the 70's and the 80's
with for example the work of Henning Harmuth [Harmuth 81℄ or Larry Fullerton [Fullerton 91℄ who demonstrated the low-power impulse radio te hnique
using time oded time-modulated UWB (TM-UWB). This te hnology has rst
attra ted the military industry as shown by the work of Robert S holtz ba k
in 1993 [S holtz 93℄. We have to wait the late 90's to see UWB entering the
TBP
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Figure 2.2: Relation between the pulse duration and its bandwidth.
ommer ial market. Resear hers started to gain interest in the te hnique and
a rst good general overview on UWB ommuni ation, often referred to in the
literature, was presented by Moe Win and Robert S holtz in 1998 [Win 98℄.
Sin e then, UWB started to be ome a hot topi in the ommuni ation eld
with a plethora of publi ations starting from 2000. The FCC de ision of 2002
was just a onsequen e of the growing interest in UWB te hnology and large
ompanies su h as Intel and Frees ale started to enter the game [Foerster 01℄[Frees ale 04℄. Many large ompanies in the US have started to develop UWB
solutions but they are mainly targeting high data rate short-range ommuniation. In 2003, there were two ompeting te hni al solutions (Multi-Band
OFDM and Dire t-Sequen e UWB) both in the IEEE 802.15.3a standard, but
no agreement ould be rea hed and both are now being mer handized in two different allian es (WiMEDIA [Wimedia℄ and UWB forum [UWB Forum℄). These
are however not of our interest sin e their implementations have drasti ally deviated from the original low-power impulse radio solution studied in this thesis.
The rst impulse radio [S holtz 93℄ was based on time-hopped UWB (THUWB) ommuni ation. The signal ontains a stream of Np modulated pulses
that an be represented as:
x(u; t) =

N

p
X
k=0

p(t kTR

k

(u)T

Æ  dk (u))

(2.2)

where p(t) is the impulse waveform, TR is the pulse frame repetition time, k (u)
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Figure 2.3: Time-hopping UWB pulse stream.
is the kth time hopping ode applied to the user u, T is the time hopping period, Æ is the modulation index and nally, dk (u) is the kth transmitted bit of
user u. k (u) is bounded as 0 < k (u) < Nh where Nh being the number of
hopping slots in a pulse frame and we have therefore the relation T  Nh < TR.
A des ription of su h a sequen e is shown in Figure 2.3.
2.2.3 UWB Modulation

In TH-UWB, the modulation is operated by varying the o urren e in time
of the pulse a ording to the modulation index (Æ). This type of modulation
is alled pulse-position modulation (PPM) [Win 98℄. A time hopping ode is
applied on top of the modulation to avoid ollisions between pulse streams from
di erent users. A spe i time-hopping sequen e is de ned for ea h user (multiple a ess). Usually, a single pulse does not ontain suÆ ient energy to make
a suÆ iently orre t de ision and the link budget is in reased by spreading
an information bit in multiple pulses. Therefore the number of pulses per bit
is a ommon parameter in impulse radio ommuni ation. Another advantage
of applying time-hopping on the pulse stream is the spe tral spike redu tion
in the signal spe trum. Indeed, the quasi-periodi nature of the signal in the
time-domain indu es a quasi-dis rete spe trum with large spe tral spikes. Sin e
the power spe tral density is limited, these spikes will enfor e a poor eÆ ien y
in the transmission mask. The PPM modulation produ es a dithering on the
spikes but it is usually not suÆ ient. This periodi repetition must then be
destroyed by pseudo randomly hopping the pulses in time. An advantage of
PPM modulation, that an also be ome a disadvantage (see later), is that it
an be dete ted using non- oherent re eivers. These re eivers do not orrelate
the re eived pulse with an exa t template ( all it a oherent template) but
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measure only the energy of the signal. In PPM, the dete tion an be done by
simply omparing the energy at both possible pulse positions. Su h re eivers
an be made very simple and are very well suited for low-power low ost implementations. This is the reason why we have initially fo used our resear h
on this type of air interfa e (implementations of Chapter 3 and 4).
In the same lass of modulation, one an also use on-o keying (OOK) to
modulate the pulse. In this ase, only the presen e of the pulse produ es an
information bit. This last lass of modulation is however rarely used due to its
poor signal to noise (SNR) performan e and poor spe tral eÆ ien y.
In the evolution of impulse radio, a se ond kind of modulation started to
gain some interest [Win 00℄. This modulation is alled binary phase shift keying
(BPSK). In this type of modulation, it is not the pulse position that ontains
the information but its phase. A BPSK pulse stream would be en oded as
follows.
x(u; t) =

0
X

k=Np

dk (u)  p(t kTR

k

(u)T )

(2.3)

where dk (u) = 1. Again a time hopping ode must be used for the same
multiple a ess and spe tral-spike reasons. In BPSK, the pulse is inverted to
reate the antipodal symbol and this o ers an extra 3dB SNR improvement
at the dete tion. This advantage an be viewed in the onstellation diagram
shown in Figure 2.4 when ompared to PPM or OOK.
OOK has a onstellation point at zero when no pulse is present and a onstellation point at a ertain distan e from zero given by the re eived energy
when the pulse is present. At equal re eived pulse energy, the PPM modulation produ es two symbols equidistant from zero that are orthogonal to ea h
other as being at two di erent instants in time (Figure 2.4). This gives an extra
3dB margin at the dete tion. Note that this 3dB of performan e improvement
in PPM with respe t to OOK must be balan ed by the double of amount of
energy onsumption sin e OOK needs to generate two times less pulses.
In BPSK, the distan e between both onstellation points in reases sin e
they are of opposite sign. This produ es a theoreti al 3dB improvement at
the dete tion with respe t to PPM. BPSK requires however a somewhat more
omplex re eption te hnique sin e it must now be oherent. The pulse must
be orrelated with its exa t template and timing be omes more riti al than
for non- oherent re eivers. However, BPSK systems an turn this disadvantage
into an advantage when signal tra king omes into a ount. Indeed the drift of
the sampling frequen y at the de ision with respe t to the in oming repetition
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Figure 2.4: Constellation diagram of PPM modulation on the left side, OOK
in the enter and BPSK on the right side.
frequen y must be tra ked by the re eiver. This o set is usually due to a lo k
o set between the re eiver and the transmitter lo k. In non- oherent re eivers,
this task be omes diÆ ult sin e only an energy degradation is measured but
no information on the sign of the deviation is available. In BPSK re eivers,
the oheren e of the re eiver an produ e an extra information on the sign of
the deviation. For example if quadrature re eption is used, the rotation of the
re eived phasor an be tra ked.
2.3

Carrier-based impulse radio

The FCC regulations on UWB radiation de ne a minimal bandwidth limit of
500MHz without any requirements on the time-domain waveform. The latter
an then be tailored for low hardware omplexity as well as low system power
onsumption.
In the literature, most implementations spe ify a pre ise signal bandwidth
that is usually mu h lower than the entire FCC spe trum band. In MBOA
for instan e, the spe trum is subdivided in hannels that are 528MHz wide. A
subdivision in di erent hannels o ers a solution to mitigate strong interferers
in band, improves the multiple a ess freedom and allows to better omply with
all the di erent regulations on UWB emissions worldwide. In order to omply
with both the regulations and standard spe i ations, the pulses generated by
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an impulse radio UWB (IR-UWB) must then be made with a suÆ ient level of
exibility in their spe tra. In a multi- arrier system (MBOA), this property is
quite easy to obtain sin e it depends on the number of arriers and their frequen y separation but it be omes mu h more diÆ ult to a hieve in the ontext
of impulse radio transmitters sin e the spe trum is de ned by the shape of the
pulse in time.
In a theoreti al IR-UWB ommuni ation analysis, one often sele t the Gaussian pulse shape and its derivatives as typi al IR-UWB transmitted impulse
waveforms [Sheng 03℄. When it omes to implementation, this type of waveform however su ers from several major drawba ks. First, in a Gaussian shaped
pulse, the spe trum is spe i ed through both the original Gaussian standard
deviation parameter and its derivative order. It is a diÆ ult task to alibrate
the variations of these quantities due to external perturbations su h as the
pro essing un ertainties. To get an idea of the impa t of these variabilities,
in Figure 2.5-(a), a quite modest variation of the Gaussian standard deviation by 10% ( ase B) and 20% ( ase C) on the 9th order derivative of the
Gaussian pulse ( ase A) has been al ulated in Matlab. As an be seen in
this Figure, these variations ause the enter frequen y to drift signi antly.
Moreover, the distortion is asymmetri on a linear frequen y axis as the higher
frequen ies are more a e ted than the lower frequen ies. A se ond problem is
that the generation of Gaussian shaped pulses is not obvious using standard
CMOS ir uits. Traditional impulse generators produ e wideband mono y les
that approximate Gaussian shapes using very spe i omponents su h as step
re overy diodes [Han 02℄ or hoke indu tors [Marsden 03℄. These te hniques
su er from a very limited frequen y tunability and require omplex pa kaging te hniques, thereby substantially in reasing the system ost. Finally, as
the waveform must sometimes omply with a bandwidth-limited spe tral mask
that an be as low as 500MHz, the order of the Gaussian derivatives of the
pulse tends to be ome absurdly high [Sheng 03℄.
Another method to realize high-frequen y UWB impulse signals is by gating an os illator, as proposed in [Choi 04℄. The signal enter frequen y is by
onstru tion independent from the bandwidth whi h is imposed by the gate
duration. This lass of IR-UWB signal generators are de ned here as arrierbased impulse radio, due to the presen e of a arrier inside the pulse. The
waveform produ ed be omes a kind of wavelet signal and the arrier that is
present during the short impulse duration is sometimes alled a weak arrier.
However, in the dire t gating of an os illator the output signal features a re tangular envelope produ ing high sidelobe power that must be ltered to avoid
adja ent band interferen e. This ould be realized with a variable RF hannel sele t lter. However, this is not yet an option sin e the te hnology used
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Figure 2.5: Impa t of parameter variations on the PSD (a) of the Gaussian
pulse, (b) on the triangular pulse.

for these lters does not o er the tunability required to enter the lter mask
on ea h hannel. Instead, the envelope an be shaped (i.e. ltered) before it
gets translated to the RF domain. In low- ost and low-power appli ations, this
ltering operation should require ir uitry of minimal omplexity that is preferably ompatible with a full-CMOS integration. To ful ll these onstraints, the
triangular envelope appears to be a wonderful ompromise. The smoother
shape of the triangular waveform provides a sidelobe reje tion of more than
26dB. The triangular signal is relatively easy to generate in standard CMOS
ir uits by for instan e harging and dis harging a linear apa itor.
Figure 2.5 -(b) shows the dependen y of the spe trum of the triangular
wave with respe t to the duration of the pulse with equal rise and fall times.
This gure is to be put in perspe tive with the result of Figure 2.5 -(a) for
the Gaussian pulse shape. We observe that the variation in bandwidth is
independent from the arrier frequen y. Therefore, these variations an easily
be ompensated through some alibration loops. This on ept is at the basis
of the design of the transmitter in Chapter 3 and the re eiver of Chapter 4.
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2.4

Con lusions

In this work we des ribe di erent implementations of IR-UWB systems. Three
designs are des ribed, ea h o upying a full hapter. These three implementations are presented in the hronologi al order of the designs. In this way, we
hope that the reader will better understand the evolution of the various ideas
and of our state of mind along this three years proje t. All designs have been
implemented as single hips in a CMOS te hnology in order to keep both the
ost and the size minimal. Sin e in the beginning of the proje t, no standard
was available, the two rst designs obviously follow a ustomized air interfa e.
The rst design is a simple pulse generator for the transmission of PPM modulated signals. The goal here was essentially to evaluate the potential power
onsumption redu tion for a radio system whose operating point is duty- y led
to a hieve low-power. The se ond design is mu h more omplex. It onsists
of a full re eiver in luding the ADCs. This design has been realized for the
re eption of the PPM signals generated by the rst pulse generator. The third
design is a onsequen e of an air interfa e proposal made by the IEEE 802.15.4a
standardization group beginning of 2006. This standard spe i es an IR-UWB
air interfa e for low-power low data rate sensor network appli ations. Therefore, in our last implementation, we have realized a full transmitter designed
a ording to the draft version of this standard and demonstrate that system
duty- y ling ould also be applied.
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Chapter 3
Impulse-Based Analog
Transmitter Design
3.1

Introdu tion

In this hapter, we demonstrate the unique potential of IR-UWB for system
duty- y ling to a hieve ultra-low power. The design is a pulse generator that
produ es a stream of PPM modulated pulses. This design uses a standard
CMOS pro ess su h as to satisfy the low ost and high integration onstraints
of sensor network appli ations. The use of a 0.18m CMOS te hnology has
however limited the operating range to the 3-5GHz band, but the on ept an
be applied to higher frequen ies as well if a more downs aled te hnology with
higher ut-o frequen y would be used. Operation up to 10GHz was veri ed in
simulations with a 90nm CMOS te hnology. The design has been made exible
using the arrier-base approa h des ribed in the previous hapter. The system
is fully duty- y led and operates only when a pulse needs to be transmitted.
3.2

Transmitter ar hite ture

In order to reate pulses out of an RF arrier, the latter an be multiplied with
a spe i baseband envelope. A possible implementation of this operation is
shown in the blo k diagram of Figure 3.1. If one requires that the spe trum
is perfe tly alibrated both in terms of bandwidth and enter frequen y, two
ontrol loops are required. One loop xes the pulse bandwidth while the other
one sets the enter frequen y. The integrator alibration loop in Figure 3.1 is
used to set the pulse bandwidth using the lo k as a referen e timing. This
ir uit is des ribed in Se tion 3.2.2. A frequen y ontrol loop sets the arrier
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enter frequen y. In the ase of non- oherent re eption, the frequen y ontrol
an be done only on e before the transmission of a pa ket and swit hed o
during transmission to save power. This is the purpose of the swit h inside
the frequen y alibration loop. When the loop is swit hed o , the RF arrier generator is left in free-running mode. The impa t on the ommuni ation
performan e of enter frequen y drift due to the free-running os illator is explained in Se tion 3.2.1. Note that none of these two alibration loops have
been implemented in the nal design. A frequen y-lo ked loop implementation
will be des ribed in Chapter 5.
The generated UWB pulses an then be used to reate an information arrier
based on a modulation in time, featuring Pulse Position Modulation (PPM),
or in phase, leading to Binary Phase Shift Keying (BPSK). PPM modulation
is a hieved by adding a delay on the triggering signal of the baseband shape
generator. For BPSK, the arrier an simply be inverted to produ e the antipodal symbol.
BB Pulse Gen.
Trigger

ti

Carrier Generator

ti

Frequency-Locked
Loop

Integrator
Calibration Loop
Reference
Oscillator

Bandwidth

Center frequency

Figure 3.1: Impulse-based ultra-wideband transmitter ar hite ture.
3.2.1 Frequen y ontrol

In the parti ular ase where the re eiver dete ts an amount of energy as the
only information signal (non- oherent dete tion), whi h is usually the ase for
PPM re eivers, the wide bandwidth of the pulses has the advantage to drastially redu e the requirements on the enter frequen y drift. For narrowband
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re eivers using energy dete tion, a drift on the frequen y of the arrier is usually
not a eptable sin e the ratio between signal bandwidth and arrier frequen y
is very small leading to a leakage of an important part of the signal power
outside the dete tion window. In IR-UWB, a similar drift of the arrier frequen y still keeps most of the energy inside the re eiver passband due to the
wide bandwidth of the signal.
Sin e we propose to duty- y le the system to redu e the power onsumption, all parts of the system should start up in a few ns for a pulse repetition
rate of more than 1MHz. Phase-lo ked loops that are used to ontrol an osillator frequen y usually require a few 100's of s to start up and therefore
annot be used in our duty- y led system . Therefore, in this pulse generator
implementation we assume an os illator that would be alibrated on e before
the pulse sequen e transmission and then operate in free-running mode during
transmission. This supposes that the enter frequen y remains suÆ iently stable during the transmission. We will analyze the toleran e of the system on
frequen y drift in the following.
1

Frequen y drift results in a SNR degradation due to leakage of power outside
the re eption window. We will try to quantify the amount of drift that an
be tolerated for a ertain SNR degradation. Let us onsider a re eiver that
uses an os illator at frequen y f + f , while the transmitter uses the enter
frequen y f as arrier. We onsider a quadrature re eiver here be ause, as will
be dis ussed in details in Chapter 4, this ar hite ture is robust both to arrier
frequen y drift and timing errors in the signal. Without loss of generality, we
an assume that the re eiver has a bran h exa tly in phase with the re eived
signal at the enter of the pulse while the other (in I/Q ontext) is orthogonal
to it. This means that in the ase of a symmetri time envelope, all the re eived
power at the dete tor will be dete ted on the I-bran h and no power is dete ted
on the Q-bran h. Assuming now that, due to a frequen y o set, the useful
bran h has shifted by 90o ompared to the re eived signal when rea hing the
extremity of the pulse, the orrelation over the pulse duration is then shaped by
a sine fun tion between 0 and . This situation leads to an average orrelation
of 2= for a re tangular pulse, whi h is the normalized integral of the sine
fun tion. This is a loss of almost 4 dB. However, with a more realisti pulse
shape su h as a triangle-shaped pulse, the loss will be redu ed. The reason for
it is that the omponents lose to the edges, where the redu tion in orrelation
energy is the highest in the ase of misalignment, also have a redu ed weight.
The triangle shape gives a loss of 8= , or 1.8 dB. Therefore, a phase shift of
the arrier by 90o over a half-pulse period is used as a worst- ase a eptable
2

1 Note that in Chapter 5 we will demonstrate a frequen y synthesis te hnique adapted to
low power low duty- y le ommuni ation: the phase-aligned frequen y lo ked loop
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drift on the frequen y. In pra ti e, the frequen y o set is almost ertainly
mu h lower than this worst ase. Indeed, the
maximum allowable frequen y
drift an be omputed for the worst ase 90o phase shift as
2f T2 = 2 ;
(3.1)
where T is the pulse duration and f the frequen y o set. The orresponding
relative toleran e on the enter frequen y an then be omputed based on (3.1):
= f f = 2T1f ;
(3.2)
Let us now al ulate the worst ase s enario. In the FCC regulations for
UWB, the bandwidth of an UWB signal is de ned by the di eren e in frequen y between the -10 dB points taken with respe t to the maximum. The
minimum bandwidth a ording to this de nition is 500MHz. This enables the
omputation of the maximal pulse duration from the time-bandwidth produ t
(see Se tion 2.2.2). For a triangular pulse the time-bandwidth produ t is equal
to 2.23. This leads to
2:23 = 4:46 ns
(3.3)
T=
500 MHz
UWB ommuni ation has been allo ated a frequen y band between 3.1GHz
and 10.6GHz. Therefore, the worst- ase situation will be obtained for a bandwidth of 500MHz entered around 10GHz (5% relative bandwidth). Inje ting
T in Equation (3.2), the worst a eptable ase of 1.8-dB degradation then
orresponds to a relative enter frequen y drift of
23  2  10 GHz) = 1%
= ( 5002:MHz
(3.4)
As an example, for a pulse with a enter frequen y f = 4GHz we have
a maximum variability of f = 100MHz over the burst duration. Typi ally
the burst duration is around a few ms. The frequen y stability of free-running
os illators over 1ms is pra ti ally lower by orders of magnitude than 100MHz
sin e they are mainly due to slow pro esses su h as temperature and power
supply variations. Hen e, the os illator an be kept in free-running mode for
the duration of a burst.
1

3.2.2 Bandwidth ontrol

In our design we have hosen the triangular-shaped pulse as explained in Se tion 2.3. To produ e a triangular-shaped pulse, we use a simple analog integrator where a urrent I harges/dis harges a apa itor C to produ e a ramping
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voltage with a slope of C=I . To ontrol the bandwidth of the triangular-shaped
signal, the slope of the rising/falling edges of the triangle must be varied. This
an then be realized by varying the harging urrent for example. To alibrate
the slope to a value spe i ed a ording to the desired bandwidth, the integrating time required to rea h a ertain referen e voltage Vref an be ompared
to a referen e timing. A ir uit diagram for a slope ontrol ir uit is shown in
Figure 3.2.

N

Vref

∫

+
-

I

M
K.C

reset

Counter

CK

Figure 3.2: Integrator ir uit used to alibrate the ramp of the triangular signal.
In this alibration ir uit, the apa itor is oversized by a fa tor K to in rease
the timing resolution of the alibration loop. The integrating time required to
rea h Vref is then de ned as
Tint =

Vref KC
I

(3.5)
A ounter ounts the number of referen e lo k periods in the integrating
time Tint . The ounter value M an then be ompared to a prede ned number
N to update the integrating urrent. When the loop is in lo k, the slope is
alibrated to:
C
I

= NKTV lo k
ref
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(3.6)

3.3

Pulse generator implementation

The IR-UWB on epts that were developed in se tion 3.2 have been integrated
on sili on. The various ir uit implementations are des ribed in this se tion.
In this demonstrator, all ir uits are swit hed o in between ea h pulse transmission leading to an ultra-low power pulse generator [Ry kaert 05b℄. This
approa h o ers a large redu tion of the transmitter stati power onsumption,
while providing the ne essary exibility to shape the pulse spe trum as required.
3.3.1 Overall ar hite ture

The pulse generator ar hite ture is presented in Figure 3.3. A triangular pulse
generator and a ring os illator are a tivated simultaneously. The triangular
signal is multiplied with the arrier generated by the os illator, resulting in an
up onverted pulse with a triangular envelope at the output. The triangular
envelope waveform has a duration that an be varied to obtain the desired
bandwidth. A gating ir uit (ring a tivation ir uit in Figure 3.3) a tivates the
ring os illator when a pulse must be transmitted, avoiding the useless power
onsumption in between the pulses. This operation motivates the hoi e of a
ring type of os illator sin e its startup time, whi h an be redu ed to less than
a y le period of the os illation, is very low. The high phase noise whi h is
typi al for these os illators is obviously not an important issue in the generation of wideband signals. In this subse tion, we des ribe ea h of the building
blo ks of the pulse generator.
Pre ision timing generation

One of the major diÆ ulties in IR-UWB ommuni ation is the pre ise realization of very short time delays. The ir uit shown in Figure 3.2 uses a onstant
harging urrent that ows into a apa itor and the resulting voltage is ompared to a referen e voltage. This generates a pre ise timing that depends
on the value of the apa itor, the strength of the integration urrent and the
threshold voltage of the omparator. Su h a ir uit has been reused several
times in the pulse generator. The timing that is generated is sensitive to variations on the referen e voltage Vref , on the apa itor value and on the harging
urrent. Therefore these quantities have to be alibrated with the ontrol loop
of Se tion 3.2.
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Figure 3.3: Blo k diagram of the pulse generator.
3.3.2 The PPM modulator

In Figure 3.3, a PPM modulator is pla ed just after the triggering signal provided by the lo k input. The urrent integrator des ribed above is used to
generate two di erent delays. Ea h delay orresponds to a pulse position. PPM
Modulation is realized by swit hing between apa itors depending on the value
set at the data input. A pre ise time di eren e an then be obtained by tuning
the apa itor value. This operation is done via the \pulse-position" input in
Figure 3.3. The ir uit diagram of the PPM modulator is shown in Figure 3.4.
The time delay between two pulses is given by the di eren e in load apa itan e seen at the integration node. That is:
T = Vref
(C C )
(3.7)
I
For example, with a referen e voltage Vref of 1V and apa itor values of
300fF and 150fF for C and C , a PPM delay of 1ns is obtained for a urrent
of 150A. The ir uit operates as follows. On e the trigger signal falls, the
PMOS urrent sour e MCS is swit hed on and the integration node is released
by transistor M . The urrent an then harge either C or C with a xed
urrent I and Vint in reases. On e Vint rea hes the referen e voltage, the
omparator output Vout swit hes to a logi al one. The voltage Vint however
ontinues to in rease hereby bringing the urrent sour e in triode region. At the
next rising edge of the reset signal, transistor M shorts the integration node
1

1

2

2

1

1

2
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Figure 3.4: PPM modulator ir uit.
ba k to ground, the PMOS urrent sour e MCS is swit hed o and the
ir uit is ready for the next integration. A simulation example of the di erent
voltages is shown in the right part of Figure 3.4. This te hnique an obviously
be generalized to more than two delays by adding more apa itors. The ir uit
of the omparator is shown in Figure 3.5.

Vint

3.3.3 The pulse shaping ir uit

The pulse shaping ir uit is realized using a similar prin iple. If a onstant urrent loads a linear apa itor, the voltage a ross the apa itor in reases linearly.
If the polarity of the urrent is inverted during the integration, the apa itor
will be suddenly dis harged linearly and a triangular voltage shape is reated.
Varying the urrent and the apa itor modi es the harging and dis harging
speed and hen e the duration of the triangle an be tuned. This operation is
realized with the ir uit in Figure 3.6.
The harging operation is similar to that of the PPM modulator. Here,
node Vint of Figure 3.6 is the integrated voltage. A dis harging urrent sour e
is also onne ted to node Vint . The swit hing transistors M and M onne t the integrated voltage to the harging and dis harging urrent sour es
2
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Figure 3.5: The omparator ir uit.
respe tively. The omparator inverts the state of these two transistors, hereby
inverting the urrent owing through apa itor Cload. The waveforms that are
obtained from ir uit simulations are given in Figure 3.6.
3.3.4 The RF ring os illator and its a tivation ir uit

For the a tivation of the ring os illator, we use again the basi idea of integrating a urrent over a apa itor to reate a time delay. By making the harging
urrent half of the one used in the triangular pulse generator, the ring os illator
will operate during the whole duration of the pulse. The arrier os illator is a
three-stage di erential ring os illator shown in gure 3.7.
Ring os illators typi ally have very low startup times due to their low quality fa tor [Barras 06℄. Transistors M and M are used to for e the initial
onditions on the internal nodes of the os illator. By for ing some initial onditions on ea h stage of the ring os illator, the startup time is further de reased.
In this way, the os illator rea hes its steady state in less than two periods and
features a more deterministi shape.
1

3.3.5 The modulator

2

The modulator has to perform an AM modulation on the arrier with the envelope spe i ed in the envelope generator. This modulator is in fa t a simple
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Figure 3.6: The triangular pulse generator ir uit.
single-balan ed mixer. It onsists of a swit hing di erential pair M -M whose
urrent is modulated by the triangular waveform. This operation is realized
with the ir uit of Figure 3.8.
The triangular voltage is applied to the gate of transistor M . The resulting
urrent is al ulated using the large signal response equation of an NMOS
di erential pair as follows:
3

4

1

IM 1 =

Iref

Iref

2  2

s

(V
Iref in

Vb1 )2

2
2
Iref

(Vin

Vb1 )4

(3.8)

is the tail urrent of the di erential pair and = Cox WL . This equation is plotted in Figure 3.8 for parameter values of Iref = 2mA, Vb = 0:8V
and = 0:16 VA2 . The output urrent pulse that results from a triangular voltage of 0.9V peak and 6.2ns duration is plotted in Figure 3.9.
As long as transistor M does not push M in uto , the voltage Vb ontrols the amplitude of the urrent pulse. This urrent pulse, whi h is almost
triangular, forms the envelope of the nal output waveform. Indeed, the drain
urrent of M that ows through the swit hing di erential pair M -M produ es an up onverted triangular pulse at the output. The urrent owing in
the path of transistor M ensures the stabilization of the DC voltage at the
Iref

1
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1

1
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2
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Figure 3.7: The three-stages ring os illator.

output. Sin e the waveform of the drain urrent of M de nes the bandwidth of
the pulse, it is important to test by how mu h the pulse bandwidth varies with
the pro ess variations. The e e t of a variation in the VT is over ome in the
ir uit by the use of a di erential stru ture as an be seen in Equation (3.8).
A mismat h in the VT an be seen as an o set at the input of the di erential pair. This o set an be dire tly removed when tuning the ontrol voltage
Vb . The e e t of this o set is similar to a variation in the ontrol voltage Vb
and will dire tly a e t the amplitude of the pulse. However, equation (3.8)
still shows a dependen e of the urrent on . The Fast Fourier Transform
(FFT) of the urrent pulse is then taken to simulate the e e t of variations of
on the bandwidth. The result of the FFT is plotted in Figure 3.9. The bandwidth varies by 4% (20MHz for a 500MHz bandwidth) for a 20% variation in .
1
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Figure 3.8: The multiplier ir uit onsisting of a swit hing di erential pair
whose tail urrent is modulated by the triangular waveform.
3.4

Pulse generator measurement

The pulse generator ir uit has been implemented in a logi 0.18m CMOS
te hnology [Ry kaert 05a℄. It generates pulses with 500MHz up to 2GHz bandwidth with a variable enter frequen y from 3.1GHz up to 5GHz. The pulse
repetition rate is limited to 40MHz and the pulse position separation is between
5ns and 15ns. The hip photograph is shown in Figure 3.10. The output signal
has been measured on a spe trum analyzer and the top pi ture of Figure 3.11
shows the measured spe trum of pulses with a bandwidth of 528MHz. Three
tra es are depi ted showing three di erent enter frequen y settings. The bottom pi ture of Figure 3.11 shows the spe trum for a 2GHz bandwidth.
On the top-left orner of both graphs in Figure 3.11, the time-domain waveforms are depi ted for ea h bandwidth setting. A maximum measured output
voltage of 200mV peak-to-peak is obtained. All these signals have been measured using a 20GS/s Tektronix TDS7404 os illos ope with 4GHz input bandwidth. On the same s ope, a stream of pulse position modulated pulses has
been measured and is shown in Figure 3.12 in fast a quisition mode su h that
all pulses overlap on top of ea h other. The top part of the gure shows the
500MHz bandwidth pulses and the bottom part the 2GHz pulses.
The measured burst power onsumption is shown in Figure 3.13 as a fun tion of the pulse rate for pulse bandwidths of 500MHz, 1GHz and 2GHz. Below
a 10MHz repetition rate, the total power onsumption is dominated by the
baseline power onsumption. This power is about 50% higher for the 2GHz
wide pulses when ompared to the 500MHz wide pulses sin e the bias urrent
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~10MHz

Figure 3.9: Spe trum of the urrent pulse for 10% variation of .

Figure 3.10: Chip photograph of the pulse generator implemented on a CMOS
0.18m te hnology. The hip size is 0.6x0.6mm .
2
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FCC mask

Figure 3.11: Measured 528MHz (top) (with 3.432GHz, 3.960GHz and 4.488GHz
enter frequen ies) and 2GHz (bottom) spe tra and time-domain waveforms in
the insets.

7ns

6ns

Figure 3.12: Measured 528MHz (top) and 2GHz (bottom) time-domain waveforms measured in fast a quisition mode.
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Figure 3.13: Measured a tive burst power onsumption as a fun tion of the
pulse repetition frequen y.
has to be in reased to ompensate for the in reased in uen e of the parasiti
apa itan es. This bias urrent is expe ted to de rease with te hnology s aling.
When the pulse repetition rate is in reased above 10MHz, the pulse reation
dominates the power onsumption. This results in a linear in rease of the
power onsumption with the pulse rate from then on. The system onsumes
50pJ per pulse at the pulse repetition rate of 40MHz for a pulse bandwidth
of 1GHz. If for example ten pulses are used to ode one bit, it provides an
average data rate of 10kbps for a 5W average power onsumption. As an
be observed in Figure 3.13, the 2GHz bandwidth waveform has a higher stati
baseline power. This is due to an in rease of the biasing urrent to over ome
the e e t of parasiti apa itan es in the generation of the shortest pulses.
3.5

Con lusions

A fully duty- y led pulse generator using the arrier-based IR-UWB approa h
has been demonstrated. The arrier-based approa h provides a large exibility
in spe trum utilization by separately tuning the enter frequen y and the bandwidth. The pulse generator employs a triangular pulse shaping to attenuate
the sidelobes in order to meet the FCC spe tral mask. Most of the transmitter
building blo ks, ex ept the external lo k generator and some internal biasing
ir uits, are swit hed o between the pulses. The resulting measured energy
onsumption is as low as 50 pJ per pulse at 40 MHz pulse repetition rate. The
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full integration in a low- ost digital 0.18m CMOS te hnology and the low
power onsumption demonstrate the potential of IR-UWB in the realization of
a low ost radio interfa e for sensor networks.
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Chapter 4
Impulse-Based Re eiver
Design
4.1

Introdu tion

This hapter addresses the design of a low-power ultra-wideband impulse radio
(IR-UWB) re eiver for sensor network appli ations. As shown in Chapter 3,
the hoi e of the IR-UWB air interfa e resulted from a ompromise between
suÆ ient ommuni ation performan es, ultra-low power onsumption and low
implementation omplexity. Following a similar strategy, the performan e of
the re eiver has been arefully ontrolled to the minimal requirements in order
to minimize power onsumption and given the onstraint of a full system-ona- hip (SoC). In this hapter, we demonstrate that the Quadrature Analog
Correlation (QAC) re eiver ar hite ture is an optimal hoi e when both power
onsumption and ommuni ation performan e are to be jointly optimized. After analyzing the advantages of the QAC re eiver and detailing its hara teristi s, we demonstrate its low-power apability through a CMOS implementation.
4.2

Re eiver ar hite ture

4.2.1 Topology hoi es

Various re eiver topologies an be used for IR-UWB ommuni ation. These an
be lassi ed a ording to the implementation of the di erent re eive fun tions
in a digital or an analog way. We will analyze both the power onsumption
and the ommuni ation performan e of a series of possible approa hes in order
to sele t a topology whi h best suits our needs. Four di erent topologies are
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onsidered: Dire t- onversion (DCV), Quadrature analog orrelation (QAC),
Fully-analog (FA) and Transmitted-referen e (TR).
The Dire t- onversion Analog re eiver (DCV)

In the Dire t Conversion (DCV) UWB re eiver approa h [O'Donnell 05℄-[Lee 06℄,
the in oming pulses rst undergo a quadrature down onversion to baseband.
Next the I and Q signals are dire tly sampled by two ADCs, one for ea h
bran h, and nally the data samples are pro essed in the digital domain. The
presen e of sampling early in the signal hain o ers a large exibility for the
signal mat hed ltering and helps to minimize the a quisition time. However,
the need for high-speed sampling in the ADCs and high speed digital pro essing
imposed by the large signal bandwidth ontributes signi antly to the power
budget. The power onsumption of the ADC an be lowered by limiting its
resolution to 1 bit [O'Donnell 05℄ mainly redu ing the ADC to a simple omparator. However, this power redu tion omes with a serious degradation of
the performan e of the re eiver: narrowband interferers an easily saturate the
ADC, diÆ ult mat h ltering, hard to extend to RAKE re eption,... In the
study, both 1-bit and 4-bit ADCs are onsidered.
The Quadrature Analog Correlation (QAC) re eiver

The high-speed ADCs an be avoided if the mat hed ltering of the in oming pulses is moved from the digital to the analog domain [Verhelst 05℄. This
operation redu es the required sampling frequen y in the baseband from the
Nyquist rate down to the pulse rate whi h is few orders of magnitude lower.
This dire tly redu es the power onsumption by a fa tor almost proportional
to the redu tion in sampling frequen y. However, the re eiver performan e is
a e ted be ause the hannel ompensation is also moved to the analog domain
[Verhelst 06℄ and is therefore mainly for ed to be xed rather than adaptive
(whi h an be easily a omplished with a digital implementation). Moreover,
the a quisition time will in rease due to a lower parallel pro essing apability.
This approa h is alled the Quadrature Analog Correlating (QAC) re eiver arhite ture in the remainder of the text.
The Fully-Analog (FA) re eiver

The sampling speed of the ADC an be further redu ed by also moving the
de oding of the entire pulse sequen e that forms a symbol, to the analog domain. An additional penalty in terms of a quisition time will have to be paid
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to do this but the advantage is the simpli ity of the implementation sin e all
pro essing is done in the analog domain leaving to the digital part the bit de ision. This kind of re eiver is often referred to as the Fully Analog re eiver (FA).
The Transmitted-Referen e (TR) re eiver

In the Transmitted Referen e (TR) approa h [Ho tor 02℄, every transmitted
pulse is repla ed by two pulses: a referen e pulse and a data pulse forming a
so- alled doublet. In the re eiver, the referen e pulse is used as a orrelation
template for the data pulse (see Figure 4.1). TR re eivers hardly need any
a quisition and inherently apture (in the referen e pulse) all the multipath
omponents that are present in the hannel in the data pulse signal. On the
other hand, this method su ers from some performan e degradation due to the
orrelation with a noisy signal template. We an write the basi stru ture of a
TR signal sequen e as
X
(4.1)
sT X (t) = pr (t iTS ) + di  pd(t iTS D)
i

where TS is the symbol repetition time, p(t) is the transmitted pulse sequen e
(that an onsist of more than one pulse), di is the data value and D is the
delay between the data sequen e and the referen e sequen e. After passing
through the hannel, the re eived signal be omes:
sRX (t) =

Z +

1

1

h( )  sT X (t  )d + n(t)

(4.2)

where h(t) is the hannel impulse response and n(t) the additive noise in the
hannel. The re eived signal is multiplied with a delayed version of this signal
and after an integration during the appropriate symbol duration, the de ision
statisti an be written as:
ZTi R =

Z
Symbol i

sRX (t)  sRX (t D)dt = Z1i + Z2i + Z3i + Z4i

Ea h de ision value an be written as the sum of four omponents.
sents the signal omponent:
Zi

1

=

1Z

Z +

1

Symbol i

h( )pr (t iTS )  h( )di pd(t iTS )dtd

and the three other omponents are noise terms:
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(4.3)
Z1i

repre(4.4)

∫

LNA

D
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Figure 4.1: Transmitted referen e re eiver ar hite ture and its signal format.
Zi

2

=

Z3i

=

Z4i

=

1Z

Z +

Z

1 Symbol i
+1 Z

Z

1

Symbol i

Symbol i

h( )pr (t iTS )  n(t)dtd

(4.5)

h( )pd (t iTS )  n(t)dtd

(4.6)

n(t)  n(t)dt

(4.7)

We observe that Z i is a non-Gaussian noise pro ess even if n(t) is a Gaussian pro ess. These three noise omponents ontribute signi antly to the
SNR degradation and result in a far from optimal ommuni ation performan e.
Moreover, the implementation of the delay line used to delay the referen e pulse
is not straightforward [Bagga 05℄ in a standard CMOS te hnology.
4

4.2.2 Topology sele tion

A good metri often used to ompare di erent radio ar hite tures is the energy per useful bit [Ammer 04℄. It orresponds to the energy onsumed to
re eive a single bit of data, given a ertain bit error rate whi h is xed a priori.
For ompleteness, this metri should also take into a ount both the a quisition and the syn hronization overhead. This metri must be asso iated to the
theoreti al ommuni ation performan e given by the SNR required to a hieve
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a ertain bit error rate (BER): the well-known waterfall urves. These two
quantities are used to sele t the optimal topology. A omparison between the
various approa hes an be found in [Verhelst TBP℄ and [Ry kaert Submit.℄.
In these referen es, Matlab simulations were performed to ompare the various re eiver ar hite tures in di erent hannel onditions. The hannel onditions were an additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) hannel as well as
hannel models (CM1, CM2 and CM3) provided by the IEEE 802.15.3a standard [802.15.3 alt. PHY℄.
A pulse propagating in a multipath environment results in the spreading of the energy into several multipath omponents. The optimal approa h
would ombine all the multipath omponents to maximize the re eived energy
(mat hed ltering). In pulse-based UWB, most of the multipath omponents
an be resolved individually be ause of their time-limited shape. The re eiver
pro essing an then be done individually for ea h omponent. This operation
is alled rake re eption. The disadvantage is that rake re eption requires a
omplex re eiver ar hite ture with a large amount of parallel pro essing. This
parallel pro essing is usually done in the digital domain. Some studies have
demonstrated the feasibility of a suboptimal rake re eption alled "partialrake" [Cassioli 02℄ that ould be implemented in the analog domain. During
the omparison between the various approa hes, the loss in signal-to-noise ratio for ea h ar hite ture mainly depends on the apa ity of ea h re eiver to
apture all these omponents. We refer here to the result for a hannel with an
average amount of multipaths (CM2 of the IEEE 802.15.3 standard). When the
optimal 4-bit DCV re eiver is taken as the referen e system, simulations give a
2.5dB degradation if a 1-bit ADC is used in the DCV topology. A higher loss
is reported (roughly 4dB) for the QAC and the FA re eivers. This degradation
is mainly due to the imperfe t hannel ompensation in the analog domain.
As expe ted, the TR re eiver performs signi antly worse than the other with
11dB of SNR degradation. These values of performan e degradation will beome more pronoun ed as the amount of multipath in reases. However, note
that the CM2 hannel ase an be taken as a good realisti average hannel for
omparison purposes.
The theoreti al performan e degradation of ea h re eiver ar hite ture must
be ompared to the asso iated energy per useful bit. The latter must be alulated based on two estimations. First, an estimation of the syn hronization
overhead, whi h an be obtained by simulating the a quisition pro ess of ea h
re eiver ar hite ture based on behavioral models. Se ondly, the total power
onsumption of ea h ar hite ture must be estimated based on a state of the art
survey. The result of su h a study, available in [Verhelst TBP℄, are summarized
in the Table 4.1.
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Table 4.1: Topology omparison in terms of power, performan e, energy
FADC [MHz ℄
Lperf
P ons
nJ/bit

4-b DCV
500
0dB
110mW
49

1-b DCV
500
2.5dB
57mW
44

QAC
25
4dB
27mW
32

FA
2.5
4dB
26mW
52

TR
25
11dB
34mW
180

In Table 4.1, FADC is the ADC sampling frequen y, Lperf is the SNR performan e degradation as ompared to the referen e DCV topology with a 4-bit
ADC. We an see that although the QAC is neither the lowest power onsumer
(FA performs slightly better) nor the best performing in terms of ommuniation (Lperf = 4dB of degradation), it is the optimal hoi e in the set of
onsidered ar hite tures when both energy per useful bit and ommuni ation
performan e are taken into a ount. This ar hite ture has therefore been hosen for the implementation.
4.3

The Quadarature Analog

orrelation re eiver

The QAC ar hite ture is based on the analog orrelation te hnique in whi h
the orrelation of the dete ted pulses with a template is realized in the analog
domain. Only the result of this orrelation is then sampled and onverted into
the digital domain for the de oding. Figure 4.2 shows the s hemati diagram
of a typi al analog orrelation re eiver.
4.3.1 Correlation in quadrature in the analog domain

In order to maximize the level of the output of the orrelator, the analog orrelation requires a timing perfe tly mat hed to the in oming signal for the
generation of the orrelation template. Indeed, a small drift in the signal template with respe t to the re eived signal severely degrades the result of the
orrelation. For example, (Figure 4.3), assuming a 5th order Gaussian shaped
in oming pulse, a drift of 35ps (8% of the pulse duration) between the template
signal and the re eived signal is suÆ ient to produ e a wrong de ision.
Sin e the spe trum of UWB signals must be pla ed between 3.1GHz and
10GHz, they are bandpass in nature. Formally, we an de ne an UWB bandpass signal as f (t) = fe(t): os(!LO t + ) and a orrelation template signal as
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Figure 4.2: Basi analog orrelator ar hite ture.
g(t)

= ge(t): os(!LO t). fe(t) and eg(t) are the equivalent baseband signals of
the envelope of the pulse signal and the template. The ross- orrelation between the signal and the template an be al ulated through a orollary of the
Wiener-Khin hin theorem:
1
ff = F [F (!)G (!)℄
(4.8)
2
where F denotes the Fourier transform. Sin e F (!) and G(!) are by de nition
bandpass signals, we an write them in terms of the Fourier transform of their
equivalent baseband signals:
= 12 (F~(! !LO )ej + F~(! !LO )e j)
(4.9)
1
G(!) = (G~ (! !LO ) + G~  (! !LO ))
(4.10)
2
Using this de omposition, the orrelation fun tion an be al ulated as
F (!)

fg (t)

= 41 F [((Fe(!
(Ge (!

!LO )ej + Fe (! !LO )e

!LO ) + Ge(! !LO ))℄
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j

):

(4.11)

Figure 4.3: Auto orrelation of a 5th order Gaussian pulse. The plain urve is
the orrelation fun tion and the red dotted urve is a time-shifted version of
the entered blue-dotted pulse (The red triangle shows the orrelation value
for this parti ular time-shift).
The ross-terms in (! !LO ) with ( ! + !LO ) are null be ause of the bandpass
assumption. For example, Fe(! !LO ) is only non-zero in the vi inity of !LO ,
while Ge (! !LO ) is only non-zero around !LO and zero around !LO . We
then have,
fg (t)

= 41 F [(Fe(! !LO ):Ge (! !LO )ej +
Fe (! !LO ):Ge(! !LO )e j ℄

(4.12)
(4.13)
Assuming real signals for f (t) and g(t), we have Fe(!) = Fe( !) and Ge(!) =
Ge ( !) and by operating the hange in variable ! B ! ! in the Fourier
transform we obtain
0

1 F [Fe(!):Ge (!)℄ej !LO t  + 1 F [Fe(!):Ge (!)℄e
4
4
The orrelation fun tion an simply be written as:
fg =

(

fg

+ )

= 12 feeg os(!LO t + )
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j (!LO t+)

(4.14)
(4.15)

in whi h feeg is the orrelation fun tion between the equivalent baseband signals. Equation (4.15) shows that the orrelation fun tion between two bandpass
signals is given by the auto orrelation of their equivalent baseband spe tra multiplied by an os illating term os(!LO t). This last term reates an os illation
in the auto orrelation fun tion that nulls the fun tion. As an example, the
auto orrelation fun tion (g(t) = f (t)) of triangular waveform, up onverted to
a frequen y !LO , is given in Figure 4.4.
1
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Figure 4.4: Auto orrelation fun tion of a triangular waveform (X-axis is time,
normalized to the triangular pulse duration).
The sinusoidal term in !LO is learly visible in Figure 4.4 while the envelope of the fun tion is given by the auto orrelation fun tion of the equivalent
baseband waveform. We an on lude from this that dire tly orrelating the
in oming pulse in the RF domain requires a very pre ise timing for the orrelation template and any deviation on the order of an RF frequen y period
redu es rapidly the energy by shifting to a null in the orrelation fun tion.
To over ome this problem, equation (4.15) shows that the orrelation an be
performed at baseband after a dire t down onversion in quadrature. The two
quadrature signals are further re ombined to remove the e e t of the os illating
term in the orrelation fun tion. Su h an ar hite ture is shown in Figure 4.5.
We an now al ulate the e e t of a time shift t in the orrelation fun tion.
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Figure 4.5: The Quadrature Analog Correlation ar hite ture.
This shift translates the orrelation energy between the I and Q bran hes due
to a phasor rotation of ! t between the arrier of the in oming pulse and the
LO arrier. The orrelation fun tion is then also shifted in time over a delay
t and the baseband dete ted energy be omes:
0

E Iorr (t)
E Qorr (t)

= f f (t t) os(! t)
(4.16)
= f f (t t) sin(! t)
(4.17)
After I and Q re ombination the arrier fun tion disappears leaving a small
redu tion of the dete ted energy given by the time shift in the baseband orrelation fun tion.
In the ar hite ture of Figure 4.5, a onstant phase mismat h  between
the RF frequen y of the in oming pulse and the LO arrier an also o ur.
Su h phase mismat h translates into a simple transfer of the dete ted energy
between both I and Q bran hes:
~~

0

~~

0

E Iorr (t)
E Qorr (t)

= f f (t) os()
(4.18)
= f f (t) sin()
(4.19)
The shift of the dete ted energy between the I and Q bran hes at the output
of the orrelator due to phase or time shifts simply results in a rotation of a
phasor in a omplex spa e representing the total dete ted energy at the output
of the orrelator. The proje tion of the phasor on the real and imaginary axes
~~
~~
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are the in phase and the quadrature dete ted energies respe tively. Su h a
diagram is shown in Figure 4.6.
Q

EQ

Q
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ω0∆t

EQ
I

I

EI

EI

Figure 4.6: Re eived energy phasor onstru ted from the energy re eived on
the I an the Q bran hes. Left diagram shows the e e t of a onstant phase
shift and right diagram the e e t of a time shift.
The most important aspe t of the quadrature down onversion approa h is
that the total loss of dete ted energy at the sampling instant follows the autoorrelation fun tion of the envelope of the pulse whose energy is shared between
the I and Q bran hes of the orrelator. In pure non- oherent energy dete tion
re eivers su h as those used for PPM or OOK demodulation, the approa h is
extremely advantageous sin e the time pre ision requirements of the template
for the orrelation is strongly relaxed as being determined by the duration of
the pulse envelope only.
For a oherent re eiver su h as in BPSK demodulation, phase or timing
o sets are obviously of mu h higher importan e. O sets on the order of a
arrier period result in an inversion of the phase of the pulse and the phase
information is lost. Therefore, these re eivers require a mu h higher pre ision
on the timing of the orrelation template as being determined by the arrier
period. However, sin e the total energy still de ays slowly by shifting between
the I and Q bran hes, the digital baseband an tra k the phase rotation of the
orrelation phasor to ompensate for these o sets.
In our implementation, in order to lower the re eiver omplexity and power
onsumption, the ideal template ge(t) is repla ed by a re tangular window. The
SNR of a re tangular template orrelated with a triangular re eived wave61
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Figure 4.7: Correlation SNR of a triangular waveform with a re tangular template with variable duration.
form depends on the duration (T orr) of the re tangular template as shown on
Figure 4.7 (LOS hannel). In this gure the SNR is normalized to the ideal
mat hed lter ase (ideal triangular template).
At the optimal point, the re tangular template introdu es a loss of less
than 1dB (94%) with respe t to the ideal template. Note that the optimum
point o urs for a window duration (T orr ) lower than the duration of the pulse
(Tpulse ). This is due to a higher ontribution of noise ompared to the useful
signal in the total SNR at the edges of the triangular waveform. The orrelation with a re tangular template has the strong advantage that it an simply
be implemented as an integration during a time window de ned by the start of
the integration and the sampling instant. This operation is alled a windowed
integration.
The resulting ar hite ture of the Quadrature Analog Correlating re eiver
with re tangular template is depi ted in Figure 4.8.
4.3.2 Design spe i ations

Now that the re eiver topology is hosen, we an determine its design spe i ations. The hoi e of the te hnology indu es some important limitations for
the design of the re eiver. An important one is on the maximum os illation
frequen y of the lo al os illator used to perform the down onversion. In the
0.18m CMOS te hnology, an RF os illator onsumes an una eptably high
amount of power at frequen ies higher than 6GHz. Sin e the band between
5GHz and 6GHz must anyway be avoided be ause of the presen e of strong
WLAN interferers, we have de ided to limit this design to the frequen y band
starting from 3.1GHz up to 5GHz. This band is also sometimes alled the
lower band of the UWB FCC spe trum. Sin e the minimum bandwidth of
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Figure 4.8: The quadrature analog orrelating ar hite ture.
an UWB signal is 500MHz, the 3.1-5.1GHz band an still be subdivided in
up to three di erent sub-bands. This subdivision o ers a possible solution to
mitigate strong interferers, improves the multiple a ess freedom and allows
to adapt to di erent regulation masks on UWB emissions worldwide. In this
work, the re eiver has been made exible enough to allow the use of one out of
three 500MHz hannels or one single wide 2GHz hannel.
In IR-UWB, the ommuni ation is done using short time pulses. The pulse
duration and waveform de ne the signal spe trum. Di erent types of modulations an be used to ode the pulse stream [Win 98℄. However, sin e the low
omplexity non- oherent dete tion has been hosen for the re eiver, the types
of modulation that an be used are limited to on-o keying (OOK) or pulse
position modulation (PPM) . In PPM modulation, the position of the pulse
with respe t to a regular lo k modulates the data. This modulation has been
hosen for the implementation. Distan e between two pulse positions is hosen
to be between 5 and 10ns to a ommodate with hannel delay spread and the
pulse repetition rate is set to 20Mpulse/s.
1

1 note that the ar hite ture topology an also support BPSK modulation as signals are
down onverted in quadrature. This ar hite ture would then require arrier o set tra king to
guarantee a oherent re eption.
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4.3.3 Front-end spe i ations

Now that the general ar hite ture is de ned, we an derive the requirements for
the di erent blo ks in the front-end. The transmitted signal is attenuated by
the hannel, and arrives at the re eiver antenna input with a variable power.
The range in whi h the re eiver an apture a signal is alled the dynami
range of the re eiver. Its lower bound is determined by the re eiver sensitivity.
Its upper bound is usually determined by linearity limitations. The role of the
re eiver front-end is to bring the signal re eived from the antenna to the input
of the ADC with:
 A maximum signal-to-noise ratio. Therefore the noise added by the front-

end hain has to be minimized, ausing a stringent noise spe i ation for
the noise gure.
 A signal level adapted to the dynami range of the ADC. Therefore a variable gain stage has to be implemented. This variable gain spe i ation
depends on the maximum and minimum distan e between the transmitter
and the re eiver. This is analyzed together with the noise spe i ation
in a link budget analysis.
 A suÆ ient suppression of out-of-band signals obtained by ltering. The
lter mask spe i ation must guarantee the insensitivity to spurious signals.
 Linearity along the hain that is suÆ ient to guarantee error-free dete tion. This is the linearity spe i ation.
Sele tivity and frequen y spe i ations

Filtering of the signal is performed at various stages of the re eive hain. The
basi ar hite ture of the re eive hain is depi ted in Figure 4.9. The signal rst
undergoes a 3GHz to 5GHz band sele t ltering through an antenna lter that
is usually implemented o - hip. This lter attenuates the out-of band noise
and blo kers. The signal then passes through an LNA that ampli es the signal
in the 3GHz-5GHz band, hereby providing an extra bandpass shaped sele tivity. The desired signal is then down onverted to baseband by mixing with a
lo al os illator (LO) signal. In a dire t- onversion ar hite ture su h as the one
shown in Figure 4.9, the LO is aligned to the enter of the desired hannel
su h that the latter is entered around DC in baseband. The dire t- onversion
ar hite ture has the advantage of avoiding image reje tion lters that in rease
the re eiver omplexity. The disadvantage is that all spurious signals fold onto
DC. The folding of the positive and negative part of the signal around DC
is resolved by the down onversion in quadrature bran hes. At baseband, the
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in-band blo kers must be ltered. A rst ltering is a hieved with a lowpass
lter to adjust the bandwidth and remove the ex essive out-of-band noise. The
signal is then passed through the windowed integration. The windowed integration is a time-domain operation. The frequen y response of su h operation
is a ltering by a sin fun tion shaped lter whose rst zero is determined by
the inverse of the duration of the integration window.
The spe i ations for the di erent re eiver building blo ks are:
 The input mat hing of the LNA must have a return loss that is better

than -10dB for frequen ies between 3.1GHz and 5GHz.
 The lo al os illator frequen y must be tunable between 3.1GHz and 5GHz.
 The a tive lter used after the down onversion must have a variable bandwidth ranging from 250MHz (500MHz hannels) to 950MHz (1.9GHz
hannel). This lter is used to attenuate the in-band blo kers and remove the in-band noise from the hannel.
 The output bandwidth of the mixer must be designed for baseband signals
whose bandwidth an be as large as 1GHz.
The lowpass lter is implemented as an a tive ir uit in order to provide a
variable gain on top of the ltering. Sin e the windowed integration provides
a highly sele tive hannel ltering, the requirements for the lowpass lter an
be relaxed. The latter is then optimized to have a high gain and is therefore
limited to a third-order Butterworth type.
Link budget analysis

The goal of a link power budget analysis is to analyze the propagation of
the useful signal, noise and interferers in the re eiver hain. This analysis is
used to spe ify the overall performan e of the re eiver whi h are its sensitivity,
its linearity, its sele tivity and its dynami range. These parameters an be
obtained by analyzing the propagation of ve signals:
 The minimum dete table signal
 The maximum dete table signal
 The noise level
 The maximum tolerable out-of-band interferer
 The maximum tolerable in-band interferer
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Figure 4.9: Filtering in the quadrature analog orrelation re eiver ar hite ture.
A typi al result of a su h a link budget analysis for the QAC re eiver ar hite ture is shown in Figure 4.10. The re eiver performan e an be derived from
this gure. The minimum dete table signal path usually de nes the sensitivity
level at the re eiver input. This is an important parameter sin e it dire tly
spe i es the maximum distan e range for the ommuni ation. To al ulate
this minimum signal power we must rst evaluate the noise path. Sin e the
noise power depends on the bandwidth, the noise power is dire tly referred
to the hannel bandwidth only in order to simplify the problem. With this
assumption we suppose that the hannel ltering is ideal in the re eiver hain.
All the numeri al quantities will be derived for a 500MHz hannel bandwidth.
The noise path starts from a given noise oor at the antenna output (point
A). Most link budget analysis limit the noise oor level to the thermal noise
in the air, whi h follows a Gaussian distribution. Assuming that all signals
are represented in terms of their root mean square (rms) values, the noise is
determined by the standard deviation of this Gaussian distribution. In a 50
environment su h as depi ted in Figure 4.11, the rms value of thermal noise at
the antenna output is given by:
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V^noise =

Rnsr

(4.20)
+ Rin 4kT BwRnsr
where ^: denotes the rms value, k = 1:38  10 Joules=K is the Boltzmann
onstant, Bw is the hannel bandwidth and T is the temperature in K . In our
50 environment and be ause of the perfe t sele tivity of 500MHz we have at
room temperature (300K):
p

Rnsr

23

V^noise =

p

1:3810  300  0:5e  50 = 10:2V
(4.21)
This input noise propagates though the re eiver hain whi h is assumed to
be in its largest gain setting (the most riti al ase). Ea h blo k ampli es the
noise but also adds a ertain amount of own noise as is spe i ed by the noise
gure (NF ). The NF is a parameter that quanti es the amount of noise added
by a building blo k at room temperature. It an be al ulated as:
23

9
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Figure 4.11: Model of the thermal noise generated in the air and inje ted in
the front-end.
SNRin
= SNR
= 1 + GN Ne
(4.22)
out Tref
i
where SNRin and SNRout are the input and output signal to noise ratios respe tively, Tref is the room temperature, Ne is the ex ess noise added by the
building blo k to the output, G is the gain of the blo k and Ni is the input
noise whi h is equal to kTref B.
Sin e all operations in the as ade are assumed to be linear for a link budget
model, the whole re eiver hain an be spe i ed by a ertain total as aded
gain and as aded noise gure. The total gain of the hain Gtotal is the simple
multipli ation of all gains in the as ade. The total noise an be al ulated
from the Friis formula [Razavi 98℄:
NF

NF total = NF 1 +

NF 2
G1

1 + NF

1 + ::: +

NF n 1
G1 G2 :::Gn

(4.23)
This formula assumes that the building blo k i follows element i 1 in
the as ade. The Friis formula shows that high gain and low noise gure are
mandatory for the rst stages of the re eiver hain in order to minimize the
noise gure. This is logi al sin e a high gain in the rst stages minimizes the
relative noise ontributions of the subsequent stages. The noise level at the
ADC input (point B) an now easily be al ulated as
V^nADC = Gtotal  NF total  V^noise
(4.24)
Note that the quantization noise added by the ADC should be lower than
this noise level. From the noise at the input of the ADC, the minimum dete table signal (point C) at the ADC input an be al ulated from the required
3

G1 G2

2

2
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1

SNR to a hieve a ertain BER at the dete tion. This gives by the de nition of
the SNR,
V^ADC = SNR  V^nADC = SNR  NF total  Gtotal  V^noise
(4.25)
The minimum signal at the re eiver input follows immediately:
V^in  SNR  NF total  V^noise
(4.26)
In our re eiver, we spe ify a NF = 10dB. Sin e in UWB multiple pulses are
used to ode one bit, this spreading operation provides pro essing gain at the
re eiver. Typi ally, a SNR = 0dB is ne essary to a hieve 10 BER (PPM
modulation) with 30 pulses per bit. We then have
V^inP G [dBm℄ = 0dB + 10dB 87dBm = 77dBm
(4.27)
In order to determine the sensitivity (point D), a margin is usually taken for
implementation losses. In our re eiver, we tolerate 4dB for these losses. Therefore, we nally obtain
Sensitivity = 73dBm
(4.28)
The useful signal usually enters the re eiver with a variable strength. Optimally, the useful signal should o upy the full ADC range. However, the ADC
range is mu h lower than the re eived signal dynami range. Therefore, in order to on ne the input signal range inside the ADC input range, variable gain
must be added to the re eive hain. The design of the ADC requires an input
signal level of 4dBm power (see Se tion 4.4.4). We must then distribute the
ne essary gain along the front-end to rea h this level. Removing 10dB of proessing gain (for 30 pulses per bit) from the sensitivity level, we an al ulate
the total maximum gain to be:
(4.29)
GainMax = 59dB for 500MHz hannel bandwidth
The minimum gain is derived from the maximum dete table signal path
(point E). In UWB ommuni ation, the re eived signals are very low (about
10dBm of transmit power for our pulse generator). Therefore, sin e the power
level of the sensitivity point is quite high due to the large bandwidth for the
noise, the input dynami range is onsequently very low and a limited variability
in the gain is ne essary. This is also the motivation for redu ing the number
of bits of the ADC to four (see later). A limited amount of 15dB of variable
gain has been implemented in the baseband a tive lter. This redu ed dynami
range relaxes the lter design and it leaves margin for a design that is optimized
for low-power. The nal gain distribution in the re eive hain is spe i ed as
follows:
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LNA
Mixer
Filter
Integrator
Total

15dB
8dB
0dB / 15dB
21dB
59dB

These values are taken as targets for the design of the re eiver building blo ks.
Linearity and interferers

Interferers degrade the performan e of the dete tion. In a link budget analysis, they are spe i ed by the signal to noise and interferen e ratio (SNIR). In
UWB, sin e the power of the interferers is usually mu h higher than the wanted
signal, they de ne the re eiver linearity. We have to distinguish the interferers
that fall in the re eiver bandwidth (3-5GHz) from those that are out of band.
The out-of-band interferers (point G on Figure 4.10) ome from neighboring
wireless appli ations like WLAN, Bluetooth, WiMAX, GSM,... An out-of-band
interferer (point G) is rst attenuated by the antenna lter and the LNA. At
baseband the LPF and the integrator provide extra ltering. Usually, as su h,
these interferers arrive at the ADC with suÆ ient attenuation and therefore do
not degrade the SNIR at the dete tion. However, sin e they still arrive with a
very strong power at the LNA input, they be ome important in terms of the
re eiver linearity. Indeed, the nonlinear ombination of these signals has been
shown to yield the most stringent spe i ation in terms of linearity for UWB
re eivers [Roovers 03℄. The most riti al situation omes from the ombination
of an IEEE 802.11a tone with a PCS/GSM1900 tone at the LNA input (point
H) produ ing a nonlinear se ond order in-band intermodulation produ t at its
output. This parti ular intermodulation produ t falls dire tly in band and an
severely degrade the SNIR. It is therefore important to limit this intermodulation produ t su h that is remains below the noise level at the ADC input.
This results in a high linearity requirement for the LNA: the IP (se ond order
inter ept point) needs to be above +20dBm. Note that there are no third order
intermodulation produ ts of out of band interferers that fall inside the band.
Third order produ ts an also fall in the re eiver band. In [Roovers 03℄, the
third order was evaluated based on s enarios de ned by the MBOA allian e
and an IP greater than -5dBm was re ommended.
The in-band interferers, on the other hand, an only be attenuated by the
LPF and the integrator in the baseband ( hannel sele tion). The baseband ltering was targeted for 50dB of suppression in the adja ent hannel (at 500MHz
2
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o set). Therefore, an interferer that is 50dB higher than the noise oor will
degrade the SNIR by 3dB. Using the latter as the worst ase spe i ation, the
maximum in-band interferer level is spe i ed at 87dBm + 50dB = 37dBm.
In-band interferers also in uen e the linearity of the re eiver hain. As shown
in Figure 4.10, in-band interferers rea h a maximum power level at the LPF
input (point J). The interferer power is then 14dBm. This value sets the
linearity requirement for the a tive LPF.
4.3.4 ADC spe i ation

For low number of bits, ash ar hite tures are known to provide the optimal
performan es. When the resolution (in bits) of an ADC is low (below eight
bits), the power onsumption of a ash ADC in reases by a fa tor two ea h
time an extra bit is added. In addition, the digital power onsumption in the
re eiver ba k-end is also roughly proportional to the resolution in bits of the
ADC. To minimize power onsumption, it is hen e very important to keep the
resolution as low as possible, but with the additional requirement that the performan e should not be degraded by the limitation if the resolution.
An advantage of the analog orrelation ar hite ture is that no pulse mat h
ltering is required in the digital domain. Therefore, in the ase of one pulse
per bit, the ADC boils down to a simple 1-bit de ision. However, sin e a
bit of data is spread over multiple pulses, a despreading operation must be
realized in the digital domain. With a 1-bit representation of the pulses (hard
de ision), this results in a 3dB SNR degradation as ompared to a perfe t
signal representation [Desset Thesis℄. Therefore, a higher number of bits in the
ADC is preferred. A four bit representation is suÆ ient to re over most of the
3dB loss in the SNR. Also, besides the quantization onsideration, a higher
number of bits in reases the ADC dynami range and therefore redu es its
sensitivity to saturation due to the presen e of interferen es and imperfe tions
in the front-end su h as the DC o set.
4.4

Re eiver implementation

4.4.1 Overall ar hite ture

The quadrature analog orrelation (QAC) re eiver is implemented as depi ted
in gure 4.12. Ea h building blo k is des ribed in more detail in this se tion.
The re eived signal is rst ampli ed by a Low-Noise Ampli er. Next, it is
mixed with the I and Q lo al os illators (se tion 4.4.2). The down onverted
signal is then ltered by a wideband adaptable a tive lter. Both the gain and
the bandwidth an be varied (se tion 4.4.3). The gain variation is ne essary to
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bring the signal in the dynami range of the ADC. The bandwidth variability
is used to adapt the re eiver sele tivity to di erent hannel bandwidths. The
I/Q signals are then integrated (se tion 4.4.3) in the two quadrature bran hes
to evaluate the orrelation fun tion and two ADCs (se tion 4.4.4) sample the
result of this integration. The timing generator used for both the integration instant and ADC sampling is implemented via a variable delay-line ir uit
(se tion 4.4.5). This timing generator is steered by the system lo k, whi h is
syn hronized to the re eived pulse train. The system lo k syn hronization is
realized with a se ond variable delay line ir uit whose oarse and ne delays
steps are steered by an external FPGA via the hip ontroller. This ir uit is
also des ribed in Se tion 4.4.5.
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Figure 4.12: Implemented Quadrature analog integration re eiver.
4.4.2 RF front-end

In the RF front-end, the signal is rst ampli ed by a fully integrated LNA before
being down onverted by two quadrature mixers (I and Q path). The mixers are
driven by two LO tones whose phases are lo ked in quadrature. These tones are
provided by an on- hip ring os illator. The LNA ir uit provides a wideband
di erential 50 input mat hing from 3GHz up to 5GHz. The mat hing ir uit
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onsists of a se ond-order bandpass lter topology made of two onse utive
LC-stages (series and parallel). The mat hing to 50 Ohm at the LNA input
is ne essary to optimize the power transfer from the o - hip 50 Ohm antenna
and lter to the LNA. The values of the passive elements L , C , L and C
are given by the enter frequen y f and relative bandwidth of the passband
! de ned as:
1

1

2

2

0

= ff
(4.30)
f f
! = f
(4.31)
R = 50
(4.32)
The absolute bandwidth is de ned by the -10dB points of the re e tion
parameter S11. Imposing f = 3GHz and f = 5GHz at these points requires
the following values for the lter elements [Pozar 93℄:
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(4.34)
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Figure 4.13: Wideband mat hing topology.
The measured S11 of the LNA (see Figure 4.14) shows that the input bandwidth ex eeds the 3GHz-5GHz UWB band.
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Figure 4.14: LNA input re e tion oeÆ ient.
In order to redu e the urrent onsumption, the bias urrent of the LNA is
reused to bias the mixers. Both ir uits are sta ked on top of ea h other [Sjoland 03℄
as shown in Figure 4.15. A as ode transistor isolates the LNA stage from the I
and Q swit hing di erential pairs. To realize the urrent sour e of the ommonsour e di erential pair, a bondwire is used as an indu tor.
The LNA-mixer ombination a hieves more than 20dB gain over the entire
band, with a total noise gure below 11dB, an IIP2 of 24dBm and a P1dB
input ompression point of -15dBm. It should be noted that an in rease of the
NF resulted from the hoi e of implementing the input series indu tan e of the
mat hing network on hip. The NF is indeed degraded here by the poor quality
fa tor of on- hip indu tors (around 10 in the 0.18m CMOS te hnology).
The lo al os illator (LO) is provided by an on- hip free-running tunable
three-stage ring os illator, where the three 120 degree outputs are re ombined
into quadrature LO tones as shown in the s hemati at the bottom of Figure 4.16. This te hnique avoids the use of a passive polyphase lter whose
losses would need to be ompensated by a bu er. The enter frequen y is tunable from 3GHz to 5GHz.
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Figure 4.15: LNA-Mixer ir uit topology.
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4.4.3 Analog IF baseband frequen y se tion

Ea h baseband bran h of the re eiver onsists of a re on gurable third-order
lter followed by a high-gain integrator. The a tive lter is designed to provide
a variable gain to the re eiver hain between 0dB and 15dB. In order to minimize power onsumption an aggressive implementation has been adopted by
sta king the gm-C stages in a ompa t stru ture and reusing the bias urrents
as mu h as possible.
The programmable third-order lowpass lter has been realized by Stefano
D'Ami o [D'Ami o 06℄. The ir uit diagram is shown in Figure 4.17. It is
omposed of a trans ondu tan e input stage (the di erential pair M -M and
the additional M -M 0 for the high gain setting) and an a tive load (M -M
and C -C -C ). Transistors M 1 and M 2 are used to adapt the level of the
ommon-mode output to the input of the following integrator.
This stru ture presents several advantages:
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 It has a ompa t stru ture with few transistors and apa itors.
 It has a low power onsumption with only two parallel urrent bran hes.
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Figure 4.17: Cir uit diagram of the third-order lter.
 It has no se ond-order poles.
 The transistors in the signal path are all NMOS type. This redu es the

sensitivity to te hnologi al spread.
 The absen e of ommon-mode feedba k (CMFB) ir uit avoids additional
power onsumption. The DC voltage at the output is xed by the VGS
of transistors M -M .
 It has a good linearity versus power hara teristi sin e the load and the
driver exhibit an opposite stati nonlinear behavior.
The transfer fun tion of the lter an be derived from the small-signal
equivalent (single-ended) ir uit of Figure 4.18, where all gate apa itan es
have been negle ted (they an anyway be merged with the lter apa itan es
C , C and C ). The Kir hho equations for node X, Y and for the output
node (Figure 4.18) give:
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1

2

6

3

VX gm3 + Vi gm1 + VX sC1
VX gm3 VY sC2 + Vo gm5
Vo gm5 + Vo sC3 + VY gm7

= 0
(4.37)
= 0
(4.38)
= 0
(4.39)
Equations (4.37) and (4.39) an be solved for VX and VY in terms of the input
and output voltages:
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Figure 4.18: Small-signal equivalent ir uit of the third order lter.
VX

=

VY

= =

Vi

gm1
gm3 + sC1
g + sC3
Vo m5
gm7

(4.40)
(4.41)

Substituting VX and VY in Equation (4.38), the lter transfer fun tion an be
derived:
Vo
Vi

=

(4.42)

gm1
gm5
C3 C2
gm5 gm7

+ s ( gmC31gCm2 7 +
) + s( gCm13 + gCm27 ) + 1
As an be seen from Equation (4.42), the gain is proportional to the trans ondu tan e of the input pair. Therefore, the gain an be made programmable by
adding swit hable di erential pairs in parallel (M9-M10) with the input pair.
The gain an be varied from 0dB up to 15dB. Adding these stages does not
a e t the lter transfer fun tion as only gm is a e ted. The ut-o frequen y
an be tuned from 250MHz to 1GHz using a bank of swit hable apa itors. A
ne frequen y tuning is obtained by ontrolling the bias urrent. Thereby it is
possible to ompensate for pro ess variations. Table 4.2 summarizes the lter
hara teristi s.
Figure 4.19 shows the measured transfer fun tion of the lter in 0dB and
15dB gain mode and for 250MHz and 1GHz ut-o frequen y. The noise on the
s3 gmC31gCm25Cg3m7

2

1
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Table 4.2: Summary of the lter hara teristi s.
Case
I II III IV
f [MHz℄
250
1000
DC-gain
2 19 0 14
P ons[mW℄ 0.21 1.2 0.59 3.2
0

measurement urves for the 1GHz bandwidth setting are due to a bad hara terization of the inter onne tions in the measurement setup at high frequen ies.
Figure 4.20 shows the s hemati diagram of the baseband integrator. It
is a gm-C integrator onsisting of an input di erential pair (M -M ) with an
a tive load (M -M -M -M ) and a apa itive load (CL ) in parallel. A PMOS
transistor is added on ea h side of the stru ture (M -M ) to ompensate for
the o set of the hain. The windowed integration is started when the Rst
swit h is open. Sin e, in the ase of PPM modulation, the windowed integration must be performed twi e in less than 10ns, the swit h must be designed
with a suÆ iently low series resistan e in order to reset the integration node
in less than one or two ns. The a tive load of the integrator uses a positive
feedba k in order to in rease the output resistan e and onsequently the integrator DC gain. Positive feedba k is usually avoided due its sensitivity to
pro ess parameter spreads. This an in turn ause phase errors that an reate
instability in a losed-loop stru ture. In this integrator, however, an open-loop
stru ture is used su h that the phase error is no longer an issue. The gain of
the positive feedba k in the a tive load is intrinsi ally lower than one, and this
guarantees stability. The integrator a hieves as mu h as 69dB of DC gain and
it has a unity-gain bandwidth of 1GHz. The power onsumption is 0.12mW
when driving a load apa itan e of 130fF.
The entire baseband hain features a SNDR of 25dB for a maximum input
signal amplitude of 100mVpp.
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4.4.4 Analog to Digital Converter

8

The ADC must be able to dis retize two samples with a delay of 5-10ns in
between them (see Se tion 4.3.2). This is needed to get at least one sample
in ea h transmitted pulse. In addition to the large signal bandwidth and sampling frequen y, the power on gurability is a very desirable feature for ADCs
targeting energy- onstrained appli ations. A power-s alable ar hite ture allows the power onsumption to s ale proportionally with the sampling rate
and hen e a speed-on-demand an be obtained. To address this hallenge, the
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Figure 4.19: Measured lter transfer fun tions in the di erent gain and bandwidths modes.
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Figure 4.20: Cir uit diagram of the integrator.
ADC proposed here uses a modi ed 4-bit ash onverter ar hite ture. This
work has been realized by P. Nuzzo [Nuzzo 06℄. The design is inspired by two
major design guidelines: (i) sele t dynami stru tures as mu h as possible to
get power s alability; (ii) rely on signi ant transistor downsizing to redu e
power onsumption and use digital alibration to ope with the in reased mismat h errors. When implementing ADCs with a low number of bits, the ash
onverter is a good solution for low-power designs. Besides the potential to
obtain a high sampling rate, the ash onverter also guarantees the smallest
number of lo k y les per data onversion and therefore introdu es a minimal
laten y.
The ADC blo k shown in Figure 4.21 onsists of 15 di erential omparator
stages, a set-reset lat h array, bubble orre tion logi and a Gray en oder. A
lat h-type dynami omparator derived from [Kobayashi 93℄ is used both to
sample (without using a spe i tra k-and-hold ir uit) and amplify the input
signal. The advantage of this solution is that it does not need any ontinuous DC power onsumption. The ir uit onsists of an input di erential pair
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feeding a urrent in a regenerative ba k-to-ba k inverter pair. Thresholds are
embedded in the omparator hain through the sele tion of a proper imbalan e
W in the widths of the input transistors. This avoids the use of power hungry
ir uits to generate the referen e voltages. The 4-bit Gray ode is produ ed
using a dynami logi based ustom designed ROM-table. The lo k ir uit
generates non-overlapping lo ks for both the dynami logi en oder and the
omparators.
Calibration is a ru ial issue to deliver the required linearity as is spe i ed
by the di erential nonlinearity (DNL) and the integral nonlinearity (INL). To
shift the omparator threshold, a binary-s aled array of variable apa itors is
added at the drain nodes of ea h of the input pairs. Sin e the presen e of additional apa itan e also slows down the omparator the array is implemented
using swit hable MOS apa itors, as in [Lee 00℄. These apa itors have low
parasiti apa itan es as ompared to metal apa itors. Six binary s aled devi es are pla ed on ea h side requiring a 12 bit digital alibration word for
ea h omparator. The alibration pro edure allows to insert these devi es so
as to set ea h threshold next to its ideal value [Nuzzo 06℄. The pro edure alibrates ea h omparator individually. The omparator is isolated by shifting
up or down the thresholds of all the other omparators. The desired threshold voltage is imposed at the input of the omparator. The alibration shifts
the omparator threshold until the output toggles. After alibration, 0:25 LSB
maximum DNL and 0:17 LSB maximum INL is obtained for a 200mV peakto-peak input voltage. Calibration is performed o -line exploiting periods of
ina tivity. The energy onsumption is kept low by minimizing the number of
lo k y les required to alibrate. Experimental eviden e shows that it is not
ne essary to re- alibrate the ADC between di erent testing sessions sin e under similar biasing onditions, the alibration provided exa tly the same results.
Figure 4.22 shows the dynami performan e of the ADC. At the maximum sampling rate of 1GS/s, the ADC onsumes 10:6mW and a hieves 35dB
spurious-free dynami range (SFDR) measured with a two-tone test. The
equivalent number of bits (ENOB ) is 3:7 up to Nyquist frequen y. The signal
to noise and distortion ratio (SNDR) drops by 3dB at an e e tive resolution bandwidth (ERBW ) of 5:8GHz. The measured Figure of Merit (FoM) of
0:8pJ/ onversion-step at 1GS/s outperforms re ent omparable designs realized
down to the 0.13m te hnology node. As implied by the dynami ar hite ture,
the ADC power onsumption has been measured to s ale almost linearly with
the sampling frequen y, from 10MHz to 1GHz. The slope is approximately
10W/MHz. Therefore, better ENOB values and hen e a better FoM value
(e.g. 0:73pJ at 500MS/s) an be obtained when de reasing the onversion rate.
This demonstrates the outstanding power eÆ ien y of the ADC.
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4.4.5 Timing ir uit and delay lines
The timing generator

The timing generator (TG) ir uit in Figure 4.12 generates multi-phased signals to enable/disable the operation of the analog ir uits [Badaroglu 06b℄. The
timings are the start of the integration, the sampling instant and the integrator
reset at ea h PPM position (six timings in total). The blo k diagram of the
programmable timing generator (TG) is shown in Figure 4.23. The TG ir uit
is omposed of two as aded a tive delay lines (DL). The rst DL (Tunable
PPM-DL) produ es a delayed a tivation for the se ond PPM position. The
se ond DL (Tunable Pulse-DL) produ es the required timings.
The input to the TG ir uit is the system lo k syn hronized to the reeived pulse stream. In the rst DL (PPM-DL), the delay value an be set
by on guration bits. Both delayed and non-delayed lo ks a tivate the PPM
window generator to reate the two onse utive PPM windows. Ea h PPM
window then passes through a Pulse-DL. The latter is a multitap delay line
where the timings are generated as time windows by sele ting the appropriate phases from the DL taps to de ne the start and the end point of ea h time
window. These signals are then distributed to the orresponding analog/digital
ir uits. A state ma hine is used to make sure that both PPM time windows do
not overlap. This ontroller is a tive between the o urren e of a positive edge
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Figure 4.22: Measured SNDR versus signal frequen y at 1GS/s and 500MS/s.
of the system lo k and a positive edge that appears at the end of the Pulse-DL.
The lo k delay line

A se ond delay line has been added to the system in order to syn hronize
the RX system lo k with the re eived pulse stream. The goal for this delay
line is to align the re eived pulse train with the lo k su h as to maximize
the dete tion level. To sele t the delay value, a s anning is performed, whi h
is the purpose of the syn hronization algorithm. The basi prin iple of this
syn hronization algorithm [Desset 06℄ is explained in Se tion 4.5. To allow
syn hronization, the delay line must be variable over the range of an entire
lo k period (up to  50ns) with a suÆ ient resolution (i.e.  1ns for a quisition and  30ps for tra king). Moreover, in order to provide a suÆ ient
exibility to the syn hronization algorithm, the update of the delay value to
any lo k phase should be performed in a single lo k y le. So far there is no
delay line that features a single- y le update over su h a wide-range of delay
values. The ar hite ture of the programmable lo k delay line (CDL) is shown
in Figure 4.24. It onsists of the as ade of two a tive delay line ir uits. One
delay line sets the delay in oarse steps while the other one sets the delay in
ne steps. Ea h of these ir uits is programmed by an eight bit word. Ea h
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Figure 4.23: Blo k diagram of the programmable duty y le generator.
bit sele tively enables/disables a as ade of binary-weighted DL banks (DBn)
made of CMOS inverter stages. The baseband pro essor provides the CDL
on guration bits and ensures that pulse widths smaller than 4ns are not realized. This is needed in order to avoid the appearan e of glit hes in the system.
4.5

Digital baseband and syn hronization

We will brie y des ribe here the syn hronization algorithm developed by C.
Desset [Desset 06℄ and used by the re eiver to perform the signal a quisition.
This algorithm is implemented in an external FPGA that is onne ted to the
re eiver with a high speed (5-20MHz) 16 bits parallel bus.
The stru ture of a burst signal is des ribed in the diagram of Figure 4.25.
One bit is spread over N frames via a ode f j ; 1  j  N g. Ea h pulse
appears in a frame whose duration is de ned by the pulse repetition period. A
PPM pulse sequen e an then be written as
x(t) =

1

+
X

k=

1

p(t kTp bbk=N

k TP P M

)

(4.43)

where p(t) is the pulse waveform and TP P M is the delay between two PPM
positions. bi denotes the data value where the index i is de ned as the integer
part of k=N sin e the data value is onstant over N frames. The a quisition
must determine:
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Figure 4.24: Blo k diagram of the programmable delay line for UWB a quisition.
1. The positions within the frame where the pulses appear.
2. The border of the spreading sequen e that forms a data bit.
3. The moment when the payload bit sequen e e e tively starts.
A straightforward method to perform the a quisition is to perform the two
rst operations su essively. However this requires a long sear h leading to a
poor energy eÆ ien y. A better way is to sear h them jointly [?℄, as is explained
below.
4.5.1 Signal a quisition steps (step 1 and 2)

The re eiver samples the in oming signal at a sampling rate equal to the pulse
rate. This rate is too low too low to ensure that a sample point is lo ated near
the maximum of the pulse as only one sample is taken in ea h pulse y le. To
maximize the SNR, the position of the sampling points an be varied. If this
position is hosen su h that the sample point oin ides with the maximum of
the pulse, an optimal SNR is obtained. The phase of the lo k an be varied
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Figure 4.25: Link between pulses (one per frame), bits and bursts. The preamble ontains a number of repeated identi al bits, followed by a spe ial end-ofpreamble sequen e.
in a number of dis rete delay steps with a resolution of 1ns. For ea h sele ted
delay value, a sequen e of samples is taken. Next, the data are de oded with
all y li permutations of the spreading ode. Ea h delay value then yields to
a dete ted energy level and a permutation value. When the dete ted energy
ex eeds the dete tion threshold, a se ond s an is performed to on rm the result. One then sele ts the delay position that orresponds to the highest SNR.
The s anning pro ess is depi ted in Figure 4.26. In order to further in rease
the SNR of the a quisition pro ess, Nb su essive bits are averaged.

Figure 4.26: Sear hing step of the syn hronization, s anning N samples at ea h
possible position in the frame, N being the produ t of N by a repetition fa tor
Nb .
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Simulations in AWGN hannels have been performed and resulted in the
requirement for a preamble of 300 bits ne essary to rea h a quisition at the
re eiver sensitivity level, using an averaging over Nb = 6 bits [Desset 06℄[Desset 07℄.
4.5.2 End-of-preamble dete tion (step 3)

On e a full a quisition is realized, the re eiver needs to nd the start of the payload sequen e. To ease this frame syn hronization, a spe i end-of-preamble
(EOP) sequen e is added before the payload sequen e. The EOP sequen e has
two major requirements for its orrelation properties:
 The auto orrelation fun tion of the sequen e must be lose to a Dira
impulse. This allows an optimal time alignment and avoids multiple
maxima in the auto orrelation, whi h may lead to faulty dete tion.
 The sequen e must be independent from all other sequen es, meaning
that the ross- orrelation must be lose to zero. This avoids that another
sequen e is mistaken for an EOP sequen e.
In this work, we have used optimized sequen es that a hieve a high probability of dete tion [Desset 07℄ for a ertain given sequen e length.
4.5.3 Syn hronization algorithm implementation

The syn hronization algorithm has been implemented on a separate FPGA. The
design has also been mapped on a 0.18m CMOS te hnology for performan e
evaluation. It requires 88.4K gates leading to a sili on area of 0.85 mm . The
ore power onsumption at 30Mpulses/s during the burst is 6.1mW with a leakage of 3.16W. More details on the implementation are available in [Badaroglu 06a℄.
2

4.6

Re eiver measurement results

4.6.1 Measurement setup

The re eiver analog se tion is onne ted to the external world via several analog
I/O pads. Obviously, the RF input signal is a ru ial one. The LO quadrature
output an also be measured externally to test the os illator quadrature output
signals. The baseband quadrature outputs before the ADC sampling have also
been brought o - hip. These last I/O pads have two purposes: 1) As outputs,
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these allow to measure the entire analog se tion of the re eiver from the LNA
input down to the ADC input; 2) As input pins, these an be used to provide
a referen e input signal to the ADC whi h is ne essary for its alibration.
After sampling, the data are handled by an on- hip ontroller. This ontroller a ts as an interfa e between the re eiver and the external world. It an
be onne ted to the outside world using two di erent interfa es. First, a serial
interfa e that is used to onne t to a PC via its LPT1 (printer) port. This interfa e has the advantage of not requiring any external interfa e board (FPGA)
and the hip an be dire tly programmed from the PC. The drawba k is the
low speed (few kHz) of the onne tion, whi h impedes any real-time analysis.
The se ond interfa e is a high speed parallel bus onne ted to an FPGA. This
interfa e allows real-time data pro essing. The syn hronization is implemented
on this FPGA.
The re eiver hip has been mounted on an RF PCB test board. This PCB
board has been fabri ated with a Roger's top diele tri in order to realize lowloss 50Ohm transmission lines at RF frequen ies. The analog signal I/Os have
been routed to SMA onne tors on that board. Both the analog biasing signals
and the digital ontrol and data signals were routed to two parallel insulation
displa ement onne tors (IDC). A pi ture of the PCB RF board is shown in
Figure 4.27.
The RF board is then plugged on a se ond digital board via both its IDC
onne tors. This se ond board ontains level shifters and bu ers for the external onne tion with either a PC or the FPGA board.
4.6.2 Measurement results

The re eiver of Figure 4.8 has been fabri ated in a 0.18m CMOS te hnology [Ry kaert 06℄. The hip photograph is shown in Figure 4.28.
The ontrol of the delay line, the setting of the duty y le generator, the
ADC alibration data, the VGA/ lter gain and bandwidth are managed by an
on- hip entral ontroller that is interfa ed either with a PC through a serial
link or with an FPGA through a 16 bits parallel bus. The analog baseband
output of the integrated pulses, before ADC sampling are measured with a 20
Gsamples/s os illos ope with 5GHz input bandwidth. The result is shown in
Figure 4.29. In this gure, the lo k of the system and the transmitted pulse
stream are also shown. Two onse utive orrelation values an be observed.
Ea h orrelation energy appears at a di erent position (P1 for the rst pulse
and P0 for the se ond pulse) highlighting the modulation in pulse position. A
tail after the reset of the integration an be observed. This is due to the time
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Figure 4.27: Re eiver board and measurement setup.
onstant of the reset swit h in the integrator.
After ADC sampling, the data are aptured by the FPGA. The FPGA
ontains the syn hronization algorithm used to lo k the re eiver lo k to the
re eived pulse stream. Both I and Q ADC sample the signal at both expe ted
pulse positions su h that for ea h pulse y le period, four orrelation values
are obtained. These are the I and Q energies at position 0 and at position
1. For ea h position the square of the quadrature values are summed and
square-rooted to obtain the total energy for ea h position. Next, the di eren e
between both orrelation energies is taken to obtain a PPM dete tion value.
A positive dete tion value yields a pulse at position 0 and a negative yields
a pulse at position 1. The orrelation energies of a stream of one thousand
pulses have been extra ted and the distribution of the aptured data is shown
in Figure 4.30. The Y-axis is the distribution fun tion normalized to 1 and
the X-axis is the dete tion value normalized to the ADC range. We observe
an slight asymmetri shape in the data distribution (see the distribution of
PPM position 1 in Figure 4.30). In other measurements, we observed that
this asymmetri behavior be ame more pronoun ed at high input signal levels.
This phenomenon ould therefore be due to the saturation of some blo ks in
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Figure 4.29: Time domain measurement of the integrated pulses. Two onse utive pulses are shown ea h at a di erent PPM position.
the front-end.
The power onsumption of the re eiver is 28.8mW orresponding to 16mA
of urrent from a 1.8V supply: 4.9mA is used by the LNA-Mixer, 7.5mA by
the LO generation and distribution, 1.8mA by the analog baseband, 0.45mA
by the two ADCs and more or less 1mA is used to power the rest of the digital
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Figure 4.30: Distribution of the sampled data around both PPM positions.
part. As an be observed, more than 75% of the power is onsumed by the RF
front-end.
4.7

Con lusions

In this Chapter, we have demonstrated a low power re eiver for PPM UWB
ommuni ation. By using a quadrature analog orrelation te hnique, we a hieved
a 28.8mW of power at a 20MHz pulse repetition rate. The re eiver has been
realized in 0.18m CMOS te hnology without the use of external omponents.
This implementation demonstrates that a low-power and low- ost re eiver an
be realized for impulse radio ultra-wideband. We will now explore two further
improvement to whi h this re eiver implementation an be extended.
4.7.1 Power onsumption improvements

The distribution of the power onsumption among the various blo ks of the
re eiver is shown on Figure 4.31. The power budget of the re eiver shows
that more than 75% of the power is onsumed by the front-end se tion of the
re eiver. However the front-end runs ontinuously during the pulse stream reeption. Sin e in IR-UWB the re eiver needs to operate only during the pulse
re eption, the duty- y ling te hnique of the transmitter an also be applied
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to the re eiver when it is syn hronized. This an o er a further redu tion of
the power onsumption by roughly 65% assuming that a 20% front-end duty
y le an be obtained. However, although the duty- y ling was already demonstrated for the os illator (in the transmitter design), some spe ial te hniques
must be used to duty- y le the LNA and the mixers. Indeed, these ir uits
depend on spe i biasing onditions to a hieve optimal gain and noise gure
performan es. The a urate biasing voltage must be stored in a digital or an
a analog way to enhan e the startup pro ess of these ir uits. The power onsumption improvements that an be obtained from this te hnique deserve the
ne essary extra resear h.

ADC: 0.45mA (3%) Digital: 1mA (6%)

LNA-Mixer: 4.9mA
(31%)

Analog baseband:
1.8mA (12%)

LO generation:
7.5mA (48%)

Figure 4.31: Distribution of power onsumption over the di erent building
blo ks of the re eiver.
4.7.2 Duty- y ling for oherent re eption

The QAC ar hite ture has been implemented for non- oherent PPM re eption. However, this type of ar hite ture is also well suited for oherent type
of modulation like BPSK. The digital baseband therefore needs to tra k the I
and Q energies independently and ompensate for arrier frequen y o sets in
order to keep the re eiver oherent with the arrier of the re eived pulse stream.
Coherent re eption an also bene t from a property o ered by system dutyy ling. To understand this property, we rst need to observe the output waveform of the pulse generator, shown again in Figure 4.32.
We observe that all waveforms that are generated by a duty- y led os illator overlap on top of ea h other. This means that the startup pro ess of an
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6ns

Figure 4.32: Measured 528MHz (top) and 2GHz (bottom) time-domain waveforms measured in fast a quisition mode (more than hundreds of overlapping
waveforms).
os illator for ed by initial onditions is identi al for ea h a tivation. Therefore,
if a duty- y led os illator is used in both the re eiver and the transmitter, the
initial phase di eren e between the transmitter and the re eiver arrier inside
the pulse remains onstant. If both arrier frequen ies are equal, we an onlude that a onstant rotation of the re eiver orrelation phasor an only be
due to an o set of the system lo k. This property an be used for the tra king
algorithm in the re eiver. The onstan y of the startup pro ess of a duty- y led
os illator will also be used for the design of a standard ompliant transmitter,
whi h is dis ussed in the next hapter.
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Chapter 5
IEEE 802.15.4a Digital
Transmitter Design

5.1

Introdu tion

In hapter 3 we have demonstrated a pulse generator that an generate pulses
with a spe tral ontent whose bandwidth varies from 500MHz up to 2GHz.
The ir uit followed the traditional impulse radio approa h to generate a UWB
pulse stream. However, an IEEE 802.15.4a standard was proposed beginning
of 2006, whi h deviated from the original IR-UWB air interfa e. As a onsequen e of the IEEE proposal, we have fo used our third implementation on the
appli ation of our impulse radio duty- y ling on ept on a standard- ompliant
design. This lead us to the realization of the standard- ompliant transmitter
des ribed in this Chapter. This design demonstrates that ultra-low power onsumption an still be obtained by exploiting the low duty y le hara teristi s
of IR-UWB. Moreover, sin e the standard requires the generation of oherent
BPSK modulated signals, we have also implemented a novel frequen y synthesis te hnique adapted to low duty- y le ommuni ation.
After the des ription of the IEEE 802.15.4a standard in Se tion 5.2, the
following stru ture of this Chapter is similar to previous hapters: rst an
ar hite ture de nition, then details on the implementation and nally measurement results and on lusions.
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Figure 5.1: Con atenated pulses in 1s.
5.2

The IEEE 802.15.4a standard

In 2004, the IEEE 802.15.4a (hereafter named 15.4a) ommittee was formed
to propose an alternative physi al layer to the 15.4 standard. It was de ided
to fo us on low-power low data-rate sensor network ommuni ations. From
the very beginning on, impulse radio UWB was onsidered to be the key air
interfa e not only to rea h low-power but also to provide ranging apabilities
to the sensor networks. We will not enter in the details of the ranging hara teristi s of UWB signals here. Details about ranging in UWB an be found
in [Lee 02℄ and [Cardinali 06℄ for example. Besides the UWB solution, the
IEEE 802.15.4a ommittee has also in luded a parti ular narrow-band physi al
layer alled hirp spread-spe trum at 2.4GHz as proposed by [Nanotron℄. Today, the draft proposal onsiders these two interfa es for future standardization.
A draft version of the 15.4a standard has re ently been made available
at [802.15.4 alt. PHY℄. Although it is still based on the impulse radio on ept,
the standard has deviated from the original TH-UWB air interfa e. This evolution results from two major observations. First, in an UWB radio the SNR
is so poor that it is never possible to use a single pulse to ode a bit. This is
sometimes alled pulse sequen e spreading in analogy with ode-division multiple a ess (CDMA) spread-spe trum ommuni ation. Se ondly, regulations
on UWB emissions spe ify the maximal power spe tral density in a resolution
window of 1MHz (1s in time). In su h a time window more than one pulse is
transmitted if the pulse repetition frequen y (PRF) is higher than 1MHz (e.g.
16MHz PRF leads to 16 pulses in 1s). The exa t position of the pulses within
this period of time does not matter sin e only the power spe tral density (PSD)
is spe i ed by the regulation and the phase spe trum is left free. Therefore,
the standard proposes to on atenate all the pulses of a spreading sequen e
present in 1 s frame together to form a burst of pulses that would ode a data
bit. This operation keeps the average pulse rate and the average power level
onstant. Figure 5.1 illustrates this on ept.
The on atenation of pulses has several advantages. The burst of pulses
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an be spread more easily as a dire t-sequen e (DS) [Pursley 02℄ with the pulse
repetition rate inside the burst being the hip rate. Moreover, in the ase of
the 15.4a standard, both the RF arrier frequen y and the hip frequen y are
lo ked to ea h other with the arrier frequen y being de ned as a multiple of
the hip rate (in the time domain, this means that ea h pulse ontains the
orresponding integer number of RF y les). This te hnique fa ilitates the signal syn hronization and tra king sin e lo k and arrier o set an be tra ked
dire tly along a burst of pulses, removing the drift un ertainty between separated pulses if all pulses are separated. Another advantage is that the duty
y le approa h used in the transmitter is made more eÆ ient sin e the system
(both transmitter an re eiver) need to wake-up only on e per burst of pulses
and not for every pulse.
An elementary data symbol then onsists of a burst of on atenated hips
(Figure 5.2). The burst is present at a given position within the symbol period
a ording to a time-hopping ode that de nes its position in the set of time
slots that ompose a symbol period. The hips within the burst are BPSK
modulated and up onverted a ording to the frequen y band plan (see bottom
of Figure 5.2). An essential feature of the standard is that all the ne essary
frequen ies are integer multiples of the referen e frequen y, i.e. 31.2MHz. This
results in a xed integer proportion between the hip rate frequen y, the symbol rate frequen y and the arrier frequen y. This ondition has the advantage
to x the relation between the signal bandwidth and the arrier frequen y. The
proposed design has been realized for to the mandatory mode of the standard.
In this mode, a burst ontains 16 hips that repeat at a 499.2MHz rate. The
symbol rate is 975kHz, whi h orresponds to 1.026s of symbol duration. The
symbol is segmented in 32 slots of 32ns. In ea h symbol, only the rst 16 slots
an be used to position the burst.
The 15.4a standard proposes di erent modes of operation. These di erent
modes an be subdivided in two lasses. One lass operates as is des ribed
above using 499.2MHz hip rate. The di erent operating modes inside this
lass mainly di er by the amount of hips per burst. The se ond lass is similar to the rst lass but operates at a hip rate around 1.35GHz. Obviously, in
the se ond lass of modes, the signal bandwidth will s ale up proportionally to
the hip rate. A summary of all the di erent frequen y bands of the standard
is given in Figure 5.3. Note that both mandatory bands have a hip rate of
499.2MHz.
Up to now, we have des ribed the stru ture of the data (payload) sequen e.
A parti ularity of the standard is that the preamble sequen e ne essary for the
signal syn hronization has a di erent signal format. In the preamble sequen e
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Figure 5.2: The IEEE 802.15.4a standard air interfa e stru ture (time-domain
(top) and frequen y domain (bottom)).
the signal onsists simply of individual BPSK or PPM modulated pulses su h
as des ribed in Se tion 2.2.3. The pulse repetition frequen y for the preamble
sequen e is xed to one of the two values: 31.2MHz or 7MHz. In on lusion,
this means that a standard- ompliant trans eiver should be apable of transmitting/re eiving both types of signal formats: the preamble format and the
payload format.

5.3

Transmitter ar hite ture

The transmitter needs to perform two essential operations: the RF arrier
synthesis and the modulation of this arrier. In this se tion, we des ribe the
ar hite ture and design requirements for these two operations.
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Figure 5.3: The IEEE 802.15.4a standard list of modes ( ourtesy of CEA
LETI).
5.3.1 Modulator

We fo us the design on the omplian e with the mandatory mode of the standard. This is suÆ ient to prove the validity of our approa h. In this ase,
as des ribed in Se tion 5.2, the elementary data symbol onsists of a single
burst of 16 on atenated pulses present at a given position within a symbol
period. Sin e the pulse rate within the burst is 499.2MHz, ea h pulse has 2ns
duration and the total burst duration is 32ns. The symbol (i.e. burst) rate is
1MHz and onsequently, the average pulse repetition rate is 16MHz. At 1MHz
rate, a symbol has 1s duration and this time period is subdivided in 32 slots
of 32ns. The 32ns burst is then time-hopped within the rst 16 slots of this
symbol period. Ea h pulse in a burst is BPSK modulated and up onverted to
the desired RF frequen y.
In order to fully bene t from the low signal duty- y le, the modulator must
be fully dynami and operate only when a burst needs to be generated (32ns in
a 1s time frame). A transmitter based on the traditional quadrature up onversion te hnique requires two quadrature mixers, lters and DACs that an be
diÆ ult to duty- y le. Indeed, mixers and lters, for example, have pre ise DC
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Figure 5.4: Canoni al 15.4a standard frequen y generator system.
bias operating points and therefore the startup time of the modulator relies on
the settling of these bias points. A di erent approa h has been taken in this
design and is based on a fully digital modulation te hnique. This modulation
operation an be viewed as an RF DAC in whi h the arrier is modulated in
dis rete steps. The advantage of this digital approa h is that the ir uit does
not rely on pre ise bias points and hen e an feature a very fast startup time.
The modulator is des ribed in Se tion 5.4.4
5.3.2 Frequen y synthesizer
Canoni al frequen y generator

Sin e the standard imposes all frequen ies of the system to be integer multiples
of a referen e lo k (i.e. 31.2MHz), a anoni al representation of the overall
frequen y generator looks as shown in Figure 5.4.
A voltage- ontrolled os illator (VCO) generates the RF arrier for ea h
band between 3GHz and 10GHz. This RF frequen y is divided by an integer
value between 7 and 20 to produ e the onstant hip rate of 499.2MHz. This
hip rate is further divided by 16 to produ e a 31.2MHz signal that is ompared
to the referen e lo k. The 31.2MHz lo k is also used to produ e the slot rate
and a divide by 32 blo k generates the symbol rate of 975kHz. In the setup
of Figure 5.4, a phase-lo ked loop (PLL) system is built around the generator.
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The ' ompare' building blo k is the phase/frequen y dete tor whi h produ es
the error signal based on phase and frequen y di eren e of the divided RF
arrier signal with respe t to the lo k referen e. Sin e we want to exploit the
low duty y le of the signal to redu e the power onsumption, we need the
system to start at every burst symbol and to stop at the end of the burst. The
a tivation should o ur at roughly 1MHz rate. However, PLLs have a large
settling time due to the ne essary orre tion of both frequen y and phase, and
they typi ally feature startup times of at least hundreds of ns. Therefore, it
appears to be impossible to start an entire PLL at every burst transmission.
Clearly, another solution must be found.
Ultra-low power, ultra fast settling frequen y lo ked loop

The idea is to use a 'phase-aligned' frequen y-lo ked loop (PA-FLL). A PAFLL an be viewed as a frequen y synthesizer for whi h the generated arrier
signal is orre ted in frequen y by the loop but the phase is determined by a
for ed alignment to the referen e lo k. This for ed phase alignment is reated
by a tivating the VCO at a referen e lo k edge and for ing the startup pro ess
of the voltage- ontrolled os illator (VCO) to be uniform when it is swit hed on.
Thereby, the phase of the VCO is aligned to the phase of the referen e lo k
with a phase delay that is onstant for ea h a tivation, as it orresponds to a
uniform startup pro ess of the VCO. In this way, only the frequen y needs to
be adjusted inside the loop. The blo k diagram of su h a system is shown in
Figure 5.5. This on ept inherently uses the low duty y le of impulse radio,
sin e the VCO is a tivated only for the transmission of a burst.
The phase alignment requires the loop to adjust the frequen y only, therefore the frequen y generator features a mu h lower settling time. The frequen y
an be adjusted before ea h rea tivation based on the VCO tuning value measured on the previous a tivation (for the generation of the pre eding burst).
This burst to burst orre tion obviously assumes that the frequen y drift of
a VCO between ea h burst (during ~1s) an be onsidered to be very small.
Intuitively, the VCO drift in a s an be related to the integral of the phase
noise of a free-running VCO from a 1MHz o set to in nity. The burst to burst
orre tion approa h alls for the use of a digitally ontrolled os illator (DCO),
sin e the VCO tuning value is more reliably stored digitally.
The PA-FLL system has two important advantages for the transmission
of impulse radio signals. First, the low duty y le of the signal is ompletely
exploited sin e the VCO and all dividers are a tivated only during the burst
transmission. This saves the unne essary power burned between the transmission of two onse utive bursts. The se ond advantage is that the a umulative
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Figure 5.5: Phase-aligned frequen y lo ked loop.
jitter pro ess (i.e. 'random walk') is trun ated with the VCO dea tivation sin e
the os illator is realigned to the referen e lo k at the next rea tivation
Synthesizer design spe i ations

The lo al os illator generates the arrier frequen y for all bands of the standard
up to 10GHz. A 180nm CMOS te hnology is too slow to rea h the highest
frequen y bands. Instead, a 90nm CMOS te hnology was used for this design.
The orre t arrier frequen y is obtained by setting the right division value N
in the PA-FLL. Sin e the arrier frequen y must be an integer multiple of the
499.2MHz hip rate, it takes the values de ned by the equation:

= N  499:2MHz with N = 7 : 20
(5.1)
An important requirement for the system is the phase/frequen y a ura y
of the PA-FLL. The phase rotation of the arrier due to an o set in frequen y
must be small enough ompared to a 90 degree rotation of the arrier phasor
in the phase plane (I and Q ontext) over the duration of the burst, whi h is
32ns. A rotation larger than 90 degree would ause the phasor to shift from
a +1 to a -1 hip value at the dete tion. A suÆ ient margin must be taken
for the noise and a value of 2=10 has been assumed as a suÆ ient margin to
avoid degrading the SNR of the TX-RX link. The phase rotation of the arrier
FRF
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Figure 5.6: Overall transmitter ar hite ture.
phasor is produ ed by jitter noise and frequen y o sets. The latter is mainly
due to the quantization of the frequen y produ ed by the digitally- ontrolled
os illator (DCO). The phase rotation of the arrier phasor due to a umulative
jitter of tjitter and a frequen y o set fstep an be written as:
 = 2tjitter (Tburst )  FRF + fstep  Tburst
(5.2)
From the spe i ation of 2=10 on , we have determined the spe i ations for the jitter (tjitter (Tburst)) and the frequen y steps (fstep ) to be
8psRMS and 4MHz respe tively in the ase of the transmission of the 32ns
bursts in the mandatory mode of the standard.
5.4

Transmitter implementation

5.4.1 Overall ar hite ture

The transmitter onsists of the PA-FLL and a modulator to generate the burst
of BPSK modulated pulses. The PA-FLL omprises a DCO, a high speed
programmable divider (DIV) produ ing the hip rate, a divide by 16 unit, an
early-late dete tor and a frequen y orre tion unit whi h is implemented in
external FPGA. The transmitter blo k diagram is shown in Figure 5.6.
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The DCO produ es the RF frequen y a ording to a digital tuning value
set by a word in the DCO register. The RF frequen y is divided by a value
ranging between 7 and 20 to produ e the 499.2MHz hip rate. It is then further
divided by 16. The resulting signal should settle to 31.2MHz. It is therefore
ompared to the referen e lo k using an early late dete tor. This dete tor
reates a 1-bit value spe ifying whether the RF frequen y is too high or too
low. This information is then pro essed by an external FPGA that adjusts the
DCO tuning value in the DCO register.
In the right part of the blo k diagram of Figure 5.6, is the modulator part
where the RF LO signal is BPSK modulated by the burst ode sequen e. Therefore, the burst ode word is programmed in a register that is lo ked by four
phases of the hip rate. The use of four di erent phases is used to overample by
a fa tor four the baseband modulating waveform as explained in Se tion 5.4.4.
The baseband burst ode signal is then multiplied with the RF LO in the digital modulator.
5.4.2 Digitally ontrolled os illator

The DCO must feature a 3-10GHz frequen y range with 4MHz resolution. This
requirement for the frequen y synthesis ex ludes the use of an LC-based resonator for the DCO su h as those presented in [Da Dalt 06℄-[Pittorino 06℄. In
these os illators, both fast start-up and wide frequen y tuning range are hampered by the high Q of the LC resonator. The wide frequen y range with a
single os illator is better obtained with a ring os illator. Its sele tivity and
startup time are lower than that of an LC-type of os illator due to its low
quality fa tor. The high phase noise (high jitter) of these type of os illators is
expe ted not to be a problem due to the wideband nature and hen e the short
duration of the signal.
There are two possible ways to modify the os illation frequen y of a ring
os illator, the rst is by varying the driving urrent of the inverter stages of the
ring os illator and the se ond is to hange the apa itive load of the inverters.
Both ways have very di erent advantages. Changing the urrent an produ e a
wide frequen y range with a power onsumption that s ales proportionally with
the frequen y. However, the frequen y settling time is long at low bias urrents
and obtaining the smallest frequen y steps with the same bias te hnique would
require to mat h large transistors whose large parasiti apa itan es would in
turn in rease the settling time. On the other hand, hanging the apa itan e
gives an almost immediate frequen y settling but the power onsumption does
not hange proportionally with the frequen y and the minimal frequen y step
is limited by parasiti apa itan es. Therefore, three di erent methods have
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Figure 5.7: DCO ir uit. The \DCO En" input starts the DCO.
been used to ontrol the frequen y of the DCO (Figure 5.7):
 Coarse range tuning is obtained by a variable urrent sour e pro-

grammed by a 6-bit ode to hange the biasing and bene t from power
s alability.
 Medium range tuning is obtained by a variable apa itor programmed
by a 5-bit ode to a hieve a short settling time.
 Fine range tuning is obtained by a variable degeneration resistor programmed by an 8-bit ode on the biasing urrent mirror to obtain small
frequen y steps with an a eptable settling time. A 4-bit binary, 4-bit
thermometer segmentation has been used to ensure a monotonous frequen y tuning urve.
In on lusion, although 13 bits would ideally be suÆ ient to over 3GHz
to 10GHz with 4MHz resolution, the ne essary overlap between the various
frequen y tuning s hemes leads to 19 bits ontrol. The DCO blo k diagram is
shown in Figure 5.7 together with all tuning elements.
A fast and uniform startup of the DCO is a hieved by presetting the ring
os illator nodes to a prede ned state using swit hes to onne t the input of the
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Figure 5.8: DCO startup signals.
inverters to ground or to the supply voltage. The fast startup is obtained by
releasing the swit hes simultaneously at a referen e lo k edge. The settling
behavior of the DCO is shown in Figure 5.8.
As shown in Figure 5.8, the biasing voltage is released at a referen e lo k
edge. Within less than 500ps, its voltages settles to its biasing value within a
5% a ura y. After 500ps, the DCO is enabled and starts to os illate. Simulations show that 2ns is suÆ ient for the frequen y to settle within an a ura y
of 4MHz.
5.4.3 High-speed programmable divider

The divider must divide the RF frequen y by a programmable integer value
ranging from 7 to 20. The output frequen y of the divider is then, in lo k,
the onstant frequen y of the hip rate: 499.2MHz. The divider is realized in
True Single-Phase Clo k (TSPC) logi [Yuan 89℄. It onsists of a as ade of
half-transparent lat hes (HTL) [Yuan 93℄. A ir uit diagram of su h a lat h is
shown in Figure 5.9.
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Figure 5.9: Cir uit diagram of a half-transparent lat h. The transistor sizes
are indi ated: widths have been spe i ed in mi rometer and length L is always
90nm.
The HTL ir uit is said to be transparent when a \one" is applied at its
input. Indeed, in this ase the stru ture appears as a as ade of two inverters with the intermediate node pulled down to \zero" and the output node
Out pulled up to the supply. In the ase of a logi al \zero" at the In input,
both inverter stages have swit h transistors in the urrent path, with PMOS
swit hes on the rst stage and NMOS swit hes on the se ond stage. These an
prevent the inverter stages to toggle. If the En input is to logi al \one", both
swit h loads are losed and the inverter stages an toggle. The stru ture is then
fully-transparent (simple as ade of two inverters). However, if En is set to
\zero", the rst inverter stage requires Clk to be at \zero" to toggle while the
se ond stage requires the Clk to be at \one" to toggle. In this parti ular ase,
the stru ture therefore needs one lo k y le to pass a logi al \zero" from the
input to the output. In this ase, the stru ture lat hes the zero at the input. A
reset Rst input is added to the intermediate node to reset the stru ture ba k
to the transparent state.
In

By as ading the HTLs in a syn hronous ounter fashion, a programmable
divider an be realized. A blo k diagram is shown in Figure 5.10. The divider
operates as follows. We assume rst that all the HTL are enabled for the lat hing operation (En = \zero") and are preset to their transparent states (In =
Out = \one" and intermediate node to \zero"). If a falling edge is applied
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Figure 5.10: TSPC high speed divider.
at the input of the as ade of HTLs (pre harge ir uit output), it will transit
from one HTL to the next one at ea h y le of the lo k due to the lat hing
operation of the HTLs. This operation is shown with simulated waveforms in
Figure 5.11 where the ve rst HTL outputs in the as ade are shown. The
initial rising edge passes immediately (independently from the lo k) through
the HTLs as they are all transparent to a logi al value \one" at their input (the
delay between the rising edges of the waveforms is simply due to propagation
delays in the HTLs). The rst HTL en ounters then the initial falling edge.
This falling edge passes to the se ond HTL output after a lo k y le. This
will ause a falling edge to appear then at the input of the following HTL. The
latter will then toggle at the next lo k y le. Therefore, in a similar way as a
\domino", the rising edge propagates along the as ade at the rhythm of the
lo k.
For a as ade of 18 lat hes, the initial falling edge will arrive at the pre harge
ir uit input after 18 lo k y les. The pre harge ir uit, shown in Figure 5.13,
is used to reset all the lat hes ba k to the transparent state via the Rst input
in the HTL (Figure 5.9) and to reate the new falling edge. This pre harge
ir uit requires 2 lo k y les to realize these operations. Thereby, for a as ade
of 18 lat hes, a omplete y le in the loop orresponds to 20 lo k y les and
the stru ture realizes a division by 20. If one HTL is disabled (its En is set
to \one"), it be omes transparent and passes the falling edge dire tly and the
stru ture divides by 19. In this way, division values from 20 to 7 an be obtained
by disabling the appropriate number of lat hes. To illustrate the disablins of
an HTL in the as ade, the simulation of Figure 5.11 has been repeated with
the third lat h disabled. The result is shown in Figure 5.12. The third lat h
is fully transparent and the falling edge arriving at this stage only en ounters
a small propagation delay. By ensuring that the propagation delay is smaller
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Figure 5.11: Simulation of the propagation of a falling edge along the as ade
of HTLs.
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Figure 5.12: Simulation of a disabled lat h operation.
than a half lo k y le, this falling edge will arrive at the input of the following
HTL su h that it an operate the lat hing operation without loosing a lo k
y le.
The internal operation of the TSPC pre harge unit is shown on the bottom
of Figure 5.13. A low level at the input auses node A to rise only when the
lo k is low. The se ond stage of the pre harge passes this high level only at the
following rising edge of the lo k ausing node B to fall to zero. The pre harge
output then immediately follows the node B transition due to the top PMOS
transistor on the third stage of the pre harge. This transistor is made wide
enough to drive the reset swit hes of all HTLs in the hain. This is the ase in
parti ular for the last HTL stage that produ es again a high level at the input
of the pre harge. Node A follows immediately due to the pull down NMOS
transistor of the rst stage of the pre harge. Note that all these last operations
are ompletely transparent with respe t to the lo k and should o ur in less
than half a lo k y le. This is the riti al timing path in the ir uit. The
low level at node A is then passed on at the following falling edge of the lo k,
ausing the output of the pre harge to fall ba k down. Sin e all HTL stages
are ba k to the transparent state, this falling edge an again transit along the
as ade of HTL and a new division y le starts.
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Figure 5.13: Cir uit diagram of the TSPC pre harge ir uit (top). The transistor sizes are indi ated: widths have been spe i ed in mi rometer and length
L is always 90nm. Behavioral operation of the pre harge ir uit (bottom).
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Figure 5.14: Inversion of the arrier in dis rete steps.
5.4.4 Modulator

To produ e a burst of BPSK modulated hips, the RF LO arrier is modulated
by a ode sequen e of +1 and -1 as are prede ned in the standard. The modulation operation is a hieved by inverting and shaping the arrier at ea h ode
transition. This inversion operation is realized in dis rete steps as is shown in
Figure 5.14. The timing that is ne essary to realize the dis rete steps is available from the di erent intermediate phases of the syn hronous divider. Indeed,
for a as ade of N a tive HTLs, there are N phases of the hip rate that are
present together in the divider, all separated by an RF lo k period. These
intermediate phases an be used to shape the output signal and produ e a
smooth transition at the RF output. All divider phases ould be used to shape
the signal di erently at ea h arrier y le. However, for the sake of simpli ity,
we used four dis rete steps only in this design sin e the sidelobe level produ ed
by the dis rete shaping was al ulated to be suÆ iently low (lower than -20dB
as an be observed in Figure 5.25). Four dis rete steps are taken to invert the
arrier by using four parallel multipliers that are a tivated onse utively by
four properly sele ted phases of the divider HTL hain. The ir uit diagram of
the divider-modulator ombination is shown in Figure 5.15.
Ea h multiplier multiplies the RF LO with the ode value (+1,-1). Thereby,
a ode transition produ es an RF LO inversion at the sum output in four disrete steps as a result of the sequential a tivation of the multipliers. The bank
of four parallel multipliers is shown in Figure 5.16. The tail of the modulator
ore is omposed of two di erential urrent sour es, where the urrent is mod112
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Figure 5.15: Blo k diagram of the modulator.
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Figure 5.16: Parallel ombination of four multipliers with a sum output.
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ulated by the RF arrier (LOp and LOn). This urrent passes through four
units of ross- oupled swit hes that route the urrent to the positive load at
the RFp node or the negative load at the RFn node depending on the value on
the Bij inputs where i = 1 : 4 and j = a; b. The ir uit performs three types
of operations:
1. All Bij values are set to 0 and the stru ture is swit hed o .
2. All Bij values are set to 1 and the stru ture is swit hed on but no RF
signal is present at the output
3. The Bia and Bib values are of opposite values and a di erential RF urrent
ows through the di erential load.
The a tual modulation o urs in the ase of operation number 3. where
three di erent type of transitions an be obtained:
A. Transition from 0 to V and V to 0.
B. Transition from 0 to -V and -V to 0.
C. Transition from V to -V and -V to V
where V is the maximal signal amplitude. Transitions A and B are used for
the beginning and end of the burst sequen e respe tively. Transition C is used
for the dis rete transitions within the burst. Transitions A and B are obtained
from the state where all Bik values are set to 1 (type of operation number 2.).
The ross- oupled swit hes are progressively inverted one by one from unit 1
up to unit 4 to obtain the following transition:
0 !  I2 ! ( I2 + I2 ) ! ( I2 + I ) ! (I + I ) (5.3)
This transition follows either a positive transition ( ase A) or a negative
transitions ( ase B) depending on the sign of the ode. Transition C is obtained from the situation where all Bia = Bib (whi h o urs within the burst).
The arrier inversion is then a hieved by inverting the units of ross- oupled
swit hes one by one from unit 1 to unit 4 to obtain the following transition:
1

1

2

1

2

1

2

! (I + I ) ! I ! 0 ! I ! (I + I )

(5.4)
We observe that the slope of the transitions A and B is two times slower
than that of transition C. This is desirable sin e they o ur for the rst and last
1

2

2

2
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Figure 5.17: Bik values are provided by two shift registers.
hips of the burst where there is no overlap with a pre eding or following hip.
Transition C should o ur at twi e the original triangle slope sin e it results
from the overlap between two opposite and overlapping hips. The Bik values
are provided by two sets of 4 stage shift registers that are lo ked by the four
outputs of the divider, one for the Bia values and the other for the Bib values.
Before applying the ode sequen e, all 4 registers are reset to 0. Then a value
of 1 is rst applied to both registers. By propagating along the shift registers,
these values progressively start the modulator. The ode (whi h is opposite
value at both inputs) an then be applied to start the burst. This sequen e of
operations is depi ted in Figure 5.17.
5.4.5 Early-late dete tor

The divided RF signal is ompared to the referen e lo k of 31.2MHz. In lo k,
both frequen ies need to be equal. The signals in the loop are shown in Figure 5.18.
The 'Data Enable' signal that a tivates the transmitter o urs at a referen e lo k edge. This signal a tivates the DCO whi h starts to os illate at
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Data Enable Signal

RF Oscillator starts-up and remains active for ~1.5 clock cycle

Transmitter trigger signal active ~2ns after data enable signal

RF signal divided by N to produce the chip rate (~494MHz)

RF signal divided by N*16 to produce a signal that must be calibrated to the clock

System is in frequency lock when both areas are equal

Figure 5.18: Various signals of the FLL.
the RF frequen y de ned by the digital word that is present in the DCO register. Sin e 2ns are required for the DCO to settle, a trigger signal whi h is
delayed by 2ns is generated to a tivate the rest of the system (modulator and
dividers). The high speed divider then generates the hip rate that is used in
the modulator. This signal is further divided by 16 for the omparison with
the referen e lo k (shown at the top of Figure 5.18). Obviously, due to the
delay needed for the DCO settling, the divided signal is also delayed in time.
However, the frequen y di eren e between the two signals an still be found
by omparing the time interval between the rising edges over two onse utive
y les (as highlighted on the gure). The time interval between both rising
edges is measured by integrating a urrent over this time duration with the
ir uit of Figure 5.19.
By integrating the same urrent over two di erent apa itors, one for ea h
of the time intervals, the voltage di eren e generated re e ts the di eren e
between both time intervals, and this is a measure for the frequen y di eren e.
This voltage di eren e is passed through a omparator giving rise to a so- alled
'early-late' signal. This information is suÆ ient to update the DCO frequen y
tuning word a ording to the orre tion algorithm implemented in the FPGA.
This is explained in the next se tion.
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Figure 5.19: Operating prin iple of the EL dete tor.
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Figure 5.20: Chip mi rophotograph of the IEEE 802.15.4a transmitter.
5.4.6 Frequen y Lo ked loop

The operation of the frequen y lo ked loop is very simple. Three onse utive
alibration steps are required to set respe tively the oarse, the medium and
the ne tuning word. The sear h algorithm is implemented on an external
FPGA. In these alibration phases, a binary sear h algorithm is used to inrease the onvergen e speed. After alibration, the DCO frequen y is within
less than 4MHz of the desired frequen y. During the transmission, the drift of
the DCO frequen y is monitored by the early-late dete tor status after ea h
transmitted burst. Here, the DCO ontrol word is adjusted for the next burst
by in rements of one single frequen y step.
5.5

Transmitter measurement results

The transmitter has been realized in a 90nm digital CMOS pro ess and presented in [Ry kaert 07℄. The hip photograph is shown in Figure 5.20.
The DCO frequen y has been measured over the three di erent tuning
methods. Figure 5.21 shows that all bands of the standard from 3GHz to
10GHz are overed. Sin e frequen y is proportional to I=C , the oarse frequen y tuning follows a f / (I + I )=C behaviour. We observe a sublinear
behaviour due to the saturation of the tail urrent of the ring os illator differential pair leading to smaller frequen y steps at higher frequen ies. The
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Figure 5.21: Frequen y tuning of the DCO as a fun tion of the oarse digital
word. On ea h oarse tuning value, the max/min medium tuning frequen y
values are also shown.
frequen y range is above 7GHz with steps of 350MHz.
The medium frequen y tunings, depi ted as min/max bars in Figure 5.21,
shows that all medium tuning urves overlap. Sin e the medium frequen y
tuning follows a f / I=(C + C ) relationship, the medium tuning range dereases when the urrent I gets small. Hen e, the overlap between two medium
tuning urves is more diÆ ult to a hieve in the lowest frequen y bands where
the urrent is the smallest. The design of the apa itor bank (number of bits
and apa itan e sizing) ensures at least half range overlap between two onse utive oarse steps. The measurement of three su essive medium tuning urves
for the lowest frequen y bands is shown in Figure 5.22. The tuning range is
500MHz with steps of 25MHz.
The ne frequen y resistive tuning is shown in Figure 5.23 at the highest
band (largest bias urrent, lowest load apa itan es) where the ne tuning frequen y steps are the largest. We measure in the worst ase a frequen y step
of 4MHz. The full ne frequen y tuning range ex eeds 800MHz. In the lowest band, the frequen y steps are below 1MHz with a full range larger than
150MHz.
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Figure 5.22: Medium frequen y tuning of the DCO.
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Figure 5.24: Time-domain measurement of a transmitted burst.
A transmitted burst is measured on an os illos ope with 40Gsamples/s sampling rate and 10GHz input bandwidth. A measurement plot is shown in Figure 5.24. A zoom on two onse utive transitions shows the arrier inversion in
dis rete steps.
The measured peak output power is -10dBm in a 50Ohm load. The spe trum of the signal resulting from a stream of bursts where the ea h burst ode
sequen e is a state of a pseudo-random signal is shown in Figure 5.25. The
spe i ation mask of the 15.4a standard is also shown on the Figure. The
transmitter an operate in any 499.2MHz band of the IEEE 802.15.4a.
To measure the umulative jitter over a burst, 500 time-domain waveforms
have been taken from the os illos ope and pro essed in Matlab. The jitter measurement is based on the time statisti s of the 'zero rossings' over the di erent
measured waveforms. For ea h 'zero rossing', a time statisti is extra ted and
its varian e, whi h represents the jitter, is al ulated. This varian e an then
be plotted over time as shown in Figure 5.26. The last point of the urve
represents the total a umulated jitter. As an be seen in Figure 5.26, the umulative jitter is below 6psRMS for the 10GHz arrier where the highest SNR
degradation is observed. Its distribution is plotted in Figure 5.27. A 6psRMS
jitter at 10GHz degrades SNR by less than 1dB for a 10 BER.
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Figure 5.25: Spe trum measurement of a stream of transmitted bursts.

Figure 5.26: Jitter a umulation over a burst.
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Figure 5.27: Distribution of the total a umulated jitter.
The power onsumption of the transmitter drawn from a 1V supply is from
0.65nJ per 16 hips burst at 3.5GHz to 1.4nJ/burst at 10GHz and outperforms today's state of the art low-power narrowband transmitter implementations [Cook 06℄-[Kluge 06℄. For the mandatory mode, this orresponds to
0.65mW to 1.4mW for 1Mb/s data rate with 75% in the DCO and its LO distribution, 5% for the high speed divider and 20% for the modulator.
5.6

Con lusions

We propose a fully-dynami UWB transmitter ar hite ture that exploits the
low duty y le of impulse radio to a hieve ultra-low power onsumption. The
ar hite ture is based on a phase-aligned frequen y lo ked loop that starts-up
in less than 2ns. The design is aligned to the IEEE 802.15.4a standard and
demonstrated for its mandatory mode. A fully-dynami modulator generates
the burst as spe i ed by the standard. The transmitter an operate in any
500MHz band of the standard between 3.1GHz and 10GHz. The jitter a umulation over a burst is below 6psRMS and is within the spe i ations. The
power onsumption of the transmitter drawn from a 1V supply is 0.65mW
to 1.4mW for 1Mb/s data rate whi h outperforms state of the art low-power
narrowband transmitter implementations [Cook 06℄.
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Chapter 6
Con lusions
We have analyzed the potential of IR-UWB transmitters to provide low-power
ommuni ation for sensor networks. The very low duty y le of the impulse
radio air interfa e that is obtained in low data rate transmissions enables the
on ept of duty- y led ommuni ation. This has been used to a hieve ultra low
power onsumption levels. The power of this te hnique has been demonstrated
in three di erent implementations:
 First, an impulse radio pulse generator for the transmission of PPM modulated signals from 3GHz to 5GHz has been designed and realized to show
the feasibility of the generation of the proposed signals.
 Next, an impulse radio re eiver for the re eption of PPM modulated
signals from 3GHz to 5GHz has been designed and realized.
 Finally, an IEEE 802.15.4a standard- ompliant transmitter from 3GHz
to 10GHz has been designed and realized to show that IR-UWB is also
an industrially attra tive solution for sensor networks.
All these implementations have been pro essed in CMOS te hnology (0.18m
for the two rst implementations and 90nm for the third one). The obtained
power performan e of the three designs an be ompared through the energy
per pulse metri as summarized in Table 6.1. Note that sin e multiple pulses
are used to ode on bit of information, the energy onsumption must be s aled
a ordingly to obtain the energy per bit.
The two rst designs have been realized using a to a ustomized air interfa e
based on the impulse radio on ept. The third design has been realized when
the IEEE 802.15.4a had already de ned a pre ise air interfa e for impulse radio
ommuni ation under the onstraint of low-power. We have therefore de ided
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Table 6.1: Power performan e of the three IR-UWB implementations
IR Pulser
50pJ/pulse
ustom air interfa e 3-5GHz
IR Re eiver
720pJ/pulse
ustom air interfa e 3-5GHz
15.4a transmitter 40-87pJ/pulse 802.15.4a air interfa e 3-10GHz
Table 6.2: Comparison with state of the art
Ref
[Smaini 06℄
[Kim 05℄
[Lim 06℄
[Norim 05℄
[Liang 06℄
[Wentzlo 07℄

Te h
0.13
0.5
0.18
0.18
0.35
0.09

P[mW℄
10
1.16
10
29.7
180
0.47

Mod
BPSK
not impl.
BPSK
not impl.
PPM
PPM

R[Mps℄
80
20
200
36
100
10

bands
1
1
1
1
1
3

Vpp[mV℄
450
148
1200
1200
600
700

pJ/p
125
58
50
825
1800
47

IR Pulser
15.4a TX

0.18
0.09

2
0.65

PPM
BPSK

40
16

3
11

200
200

50
40

to align the last design to this parti ular standard. An interesting on lusion
that an be extra ted from table 6.1 is that, as far as the transmitter is onerned, the alignment to the standard does not ost additional power. This
is mainly due to the fa t that the radio duty- y ling on ept used in the rst
transmitter design ould be dire tly implemented in the standard- ompliant
design o ering the same power onsumption redu tion. To date these designs
are still state of the art in terms of low-power IR-UWB ommuni ation as an
be seen on Table 6.2. Note also that most of the implementations do not feature any spe trum agility and transmit in one (usually wide) single UWB band.
Sin e both transmission and re eption have not yet been integrated together
in a single- hip radio trans eiver, its design appears naturally as a next step
for this proje t. The implementation of this full trans eiver will be dis ussed in
more detail in this on luding hapter. This study, by itself, ni ely summarizes
the a hievements obtained in the PhD work.
6.1

To

omply or not to

omply...?

For the design of the trans eiver, the rst question that arises is whether it
should be designed a ording to the IEEE 802.15.4a standard or to a ustomized
air interfa e. In this work, no standard- ompliant re eiver implementation an
be referred to, but one ould expe t that the power onsumption gures of ta126

ble 6.1 are suÆ ient to demonstrate that standard omplian y is not expe ted
to ost extra power. However, from a higher level perspe tive, one ould wonder whether the standard omplian y is still mandatory for sensor networks.
Indeed, a network of sensors an often be onsidered as a single devi e in se.
In this ase, ommuni ation with the external world would be provided only
by the entral unit or base station of the sensor network. This unit ould then
use any standard ommuni ation su h as Bluetooth, UMTS or Wi-Fi and be
optimized for that parti ular standard. This s enario an have some unexpe ted advantages. For instan e, the network an be a essed from the entral
node whi h a ts as a gateway. This an o er a better se urity to the network.
This entral unit an be used as a master to autonomously monitor the entire
network and an be onsulted alone for example for a maintenan e task. On
the other hand, the disadvantage is obviously the la k of inter-operability and
the danger of interferen es between the sensor devi es operating in di erent
networks that are mu h better ontrolled if all networks are organized through
a standard.
As a on lusion, what should be highlighted is that standard omplian e
in sensor networks is not as important as it is for traditional ommuni ation
networks. However, sin e in the end it does not ost extra power, and in order
to optimize the network for interferen es, it is probably still better to hoose
for standard omplian e. The story would have been mu h more subtle if a
power penalty would have had to be paid.
6.2

To use an analog or a digital

orrelation in

the re eiver...?

In Chapter 4 we have hosen the analog orrelation ar hite ture. This option an still be used in a standard- ompliant re eiver. The hoi e of analog
orrelation was driven by the ost in terms of power due to the high sampling
rates required in a digital orrelation ar hite ture. Analog orrelation was then
proposed to alleviate the high sampling rate and therefore obtain a low-power
overall ar hite ture. However, the ADC implementation that has been made in
the design of Chapter 4 has shown that, with the advan es of te hnology, highspeed ADCs are no longer the bottlene k for the re eiver power onsumption
(3% of the power budget in our implementation). In our re eiver, more than
80% of the power is onsumed by the analog RF front-end and therefore we
should fo us our e orts on power onsumption optimization towards the radio.
Sin e a digital orrelation ar hite ture inherently has a better performan e,
one ould then wonder whether the lower performan e of analog orrelation is
ompensated by the relative power onsumption gain that is now asso iated to
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it. Moreover, sin e the high-speed sampling is only ne essary in the short window of the pulse o urren e, a duty- y led sampling approa h ould be taken
in a digital orrelation ar hite ture. This will redu e the power onsumption
to a large extent as the ADC is mainly a dynami power onsumer.
Let us take the example of our re eiver. We an s ale the power onsumption of our ADC as if it would be used in a digital orrelation ar hite ture from
0.5mA for both I and Q ADCs sampling at 20MHz, up to 12.5mA in ase of
500MHz Nyquist sampling. A linear s aling an be assumed sin e our ADC
features a fully dynami behavior. The total in rease in power onsumption is
then 12mA on a total of 16mA whi h is surely not negligible (more than 75%)
and analog orrelation is probably still a better alternative. However, sin e
the high speed Nyquist sampling needs to be done in the pulse window only,
and shut o outside this window, this means that the ADCs need only a few
samples per pulse window (say ve). Five samples per window orresponds to
an average sampling rate of 100MHz, resulting in an ADC power onsumption
ontribution of 2.5mA (15% of the total power only).
With these onsiderations, we an on lude that today's ADCs make a
digital approa h for a low-power re eiver more and more possible thanks to the
duty- y ling of the re eiver operations.
6.3

Standard- ompliant trans eiver ar hite ture

We an now analyze the ar hite ture of a standard- ompliant trans eiver fullling the above requirements. Sin e the transmitter of Chapter 5 in ludes
the frequen y synthesis, it an be reused in the re eiver for the lo al os illator
generation. The omplete trans eiver ar hite ture is shown in Figure 6.1.
We an easily re ognize the standard- ompliant transmitter in the bottom
part of the blo k diagram of Figure 6.1. The top part is the re eiver se tion
onsisting of a traditional dire t-down onversion ar hite ture. The advantage
of the standard ompliant transmitter implemented in Chapter 5 is that the
sampling rate for the ADC an easily be provided by the hip rate produ ed
by the programmable divider. Moreover the intermediate phases of the divider
an be used to oversample the re eived baseband signal in a similar way as it is
done in the modulator. Sin e the transmitter is fully duty- y led, the sampling
in the ADC will inherently o ur only in the symbol window. In this way, the
ADC power onsumption is duty- y led as proposed in Se tion 6.2.
In order to further redu e the power onsumption, the LNA and the mixers
ould also be duty- y led. This will provide a substantial power onsumption
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Figure 6.1: Single- hip standard- ompliant trans eiver.
redu tion of the system as was dis ussed already in Chapter 4. However, these
RF analog blo ks usually require pre ise biasing points to a hieve the ne essary
gain and noise gure. The slow settling of the biasing points make these designs
relatively stati and spe i solutions must be found. Pre harging the nodes or
even storing the analog state of the ir uits are potential solutions to improve
the dynami behavior of these ir uits. Nevertheless, the dynami behavior
of biasing urrents and voltages will always be hampered by the ne essary
de oupling on these nodes to lter out noise and parasiti signals. Therefore,
a ompromise will have to be found between the dynami properties of the
ir uit and the noise performan e. The power onsumption is then expe ted
to de rease by at least an order of magnitude and therefore deserves all our
attention for the future.
6.4

Overall

on lusion

We have demonstrated through IC implementations that the use of radio dutyy ling in IR-UWB truly o ers a large bene t in power onsumption. This
te hnique requires a largely dynami behavior for the building blo ks of the
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system that sometimes lead us to onsider more digital approa hes. In ontrast
to that, the low data rate requirements also lead to ar hite tures where some
fun tionalities, usually implemented in the digital domain, have been pushed to
the analog domain. In on lusion, the major diÆ ulty of this proje t has been
the ontinuous need to balan e digital and analog approa hes in order to obtain
the optimal power/performan e trade-o . In a more general perspe tive, this
analog/digital ompromise is a hot topi in the design of today's radio where
analog be omes more and more digital and digital be omes more and more
analog...
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